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CHAPTER

BACKGROUND AND THEORY

The study of organization is one of the more engaging, yet frustra-

ting, fields in sociology today. It seems strange that, with such a well

developed literature, certain basic elements of organizational arrange-

ments remain elusive to the behavioral scientist. This "elusiveness" may

come from an inadequate relationship between "organizational theory" and

"organizational research." Some areas of theory have so far surpassed

the research that the theory has become assumed fact, and/or the theory

has become a descriptive technique (Brown, 1964).

One of the most obvious examples of the above point is that set of

concepts that has to do with the division of labor in organization (task

structure, positiono etc.). While these concepts are supposedly basic

to the study of organization in the sense that they differentiate the

"schools" of organizational theory, there is little empirical understand-

ing of the manner in which these concepts relate to other organizational

phenomena. To demonstrate the relationship between the task structure of

individual organization members and power allocation, job satisfaction and

perceptions of rewards will be the primary goal of this dissertation.

A word of explanation concerning the concept of the task structure

needs to be made early in the report. The task structure, as it is used

in this dissertation, refers to the allocation of tasks to individuals in

an organization. This concept differs somewhat from the usual conceptions
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of the division of labor in two ways.

(1) The division of labor as a concept requires, in most cases, that

the goals of the organization be specified. The tasks are divided among

people in order to achieve, as efficiently as possible, the goals of the

organization. The division of labor, then, is an organizational variable

only.

The task structure is not limited to an organizational framework.

Task structure--those tasks that are performed by people--can be analyzed

using the individual, the group, or the organization, as the unit of analy-

sis. The basis of the task structure is not only. the goals of the manage-

ment hierarchy in the organization, but also the goals of individuals and

groups. The task structure cannot be theoretically separated from the di-

vision of labor, but it can, as the report attempts, be empirically stu-

died as an entity in itself.

(2) The concept of task structure also differs from previous studies

in that what people do in organizations is structurally related. Most

studies argue that the person actually operates in one of two organiza-

tional systems--the formal and the informal--and that while performance

in one system or the other is structurally consistent, the relationships

between the two systems may not be. As shall be demonstrated throughout

th G.s dissertation, all the tasks performed by an individual, in a group

or in the organization, bear a structural relationship to each other.

In the remaining part of this chapter, the relevant literature will

be discussed on the organizational framework developed and the postulates

to be tested.
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Review of the Literature

Of primary concern to this study is the task structure of individual

organization members. This concept cannot be isolated, of course, from

the division of labor, and, for that reason, the review of the literature

will include a discussion of both concepts.

The first men to study the division of labor and task structure were

more concerned with the organizational benefits accrued from the restruc-

turing of tasks among organization members than with possible benefits or

consequences of such a restructuring for the worker. Adam Smith was one

of the earlier writers to note the benefits of the division of labor for

the organization. In The Wealth of Nations (1776), he noted that the man-

ufacture of household pins could be greatly increased if each worker com-

pleted only a part of the process of manufacture, rather than the entire

process. At the time, the beginnings of industrial development, this was

an appealing argument. In later years, Smith's notion of the division of

1Nbor provided the underpinnings for the Scientific Management School of

organizational theory (Etzioni, 1964:22).

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Max Weber contributed an ex-

plication of one of the more profound developments in organizational the-

ory: the concept of bureaucracy. Many writers today claim that Weber, in

developing the notion of bureaucracy, created a "school" of organizational

theory (Thompson, 1967:5). This idea is discounted here, and "bureaucra-

cy" is seen as a more general framework employed by researchers in most

"schools" of organizational theory. Basic to the concept of bureaucracy

are such notions as centrality of control, categorization of task perfor-
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mance by client types,
1 and the creation of offices of jurisdiction. Most

complex organizations apply these ideas at least to some degree.

In addition to the concept of bureaucracy, Weber implicitly makes one

other point that is central to the present study. While he does not dir-

ectly state that the authority structure of the organization is a part of

the division of labor, his discussions often give this impression. This

idea is one that is often forgotten in organizational studies, but one

that is essential in the present study. The obligation to make decisions

is as much a part of the task structure of an organization mentbeir as any

other task they are required to do. Weber's work is a benchmark for or-

ganizational theorists (cf. Weber, 1964).

Overlapping Weber's work was the publication by Taylor of Scientific

Management (1911). This work marked the beginnings of the Scientific Man-

agement School and the idea that the organization could be a totally deter-

minate and therefore wholly rational system. Taylor posited that Man and

Machine were the same, and that the only criterion for success or failure

of the organization was efficiency. Whatever division of labor that pro-

vided for the greatest production at the least cost was the best division

of labor. The division of labor was a primary concern of the Scientific

Management School, and later writers determined that the criterion for de-

ciding the allocation of tasks for organization members and machines was

process oriented--not people oriented. If the production unit was tele-

phones, then the process of assembling them was broken down into the most

efficient set of tasks and a man (or machine) would be assigned to each task

1The categorization of task performance by client types will be of im-

portance to the conceptualization of the present research problem.
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or set of tasks. There were four criteria for a division off" labor:

(1) The purpose of a task - members of the organization that had the

same goals or sub-goals should be located together;

(2) the process involved - those processes requiring similar skills

should be grouped together;

(3) the clientele - all work directed toward a specific group should

be grouped together;

(4) geographical area - all jobs that had to be done in a particular

area should be grouped together (Gulick ar, Urwickl 1937).

It is not difficult to see that these were prescriptions rather than

descriptions, and most organizations were based on several of these cri-

teria rather than one. In addition, it should be noted that considera-

tions of the humanness of man, that is, the social needs of man, are not

considered. Taken together with Weber's centrality of control ideas, it

is easy to see that the Scientific Management School was what Thompson

(1967:5) would call a "closed strategy," and what Etzioni (1964:22-31)

would call a "formal systems approach."

One additional note on the division of labor in the closed system

strategy represented by the Classical Organizational Theorists: the moti-

vation of man towards the work of the organization was considered to be

completely provided for by the economic rewards that he was to receive.

One of the great problems the Scientific Management School tried to deal

with was centered around which method of paying employees would increase

production. By considering man economically motivated, the system could

remain a closed one; that is, motivation could be controlled by the or-

ganization°
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As a reaction to the Scientific Management School, Elton Mayo, Kurt

Lewin and John Dewey, with others, initiated an approach to organizational

theory that was later to become the Human Relations School. As the title

implies, and as the founder's theoretical directions should indicate, the

primary interest of this School was to demonstrate that the men who worked

in the organization were different from the machines that the organizations

used. Etzioni (1964) indicates that there were "discoveries" by Mayo and

associates that brought into question the very foundation of the Scienti-

fic Management School:

(1) The workers' capabilities are determined by social "stamina" ra-

ther than physical "stamina:"

(2) non-economic rewards play a central role in the motivation of the

organization member;

(3) the greatest degree of specialization is by no means the best di-

vision of labor possible;

(4) workers do not react to management and rewards as individuals,

but rather as members of a group.

The crushing blow of these findings on, the Scientific Management School

was heightened by a series of studies that followed in the Human Relations

tradition (See Roethlisberger and Dixon, 1939; Coch and French, 1952:40;

Lewin, 1952; Lippitt and White, 1952; and Whyte, 1955).

As Thompson (1967) points out, the Human Relations School was an ex-

ample of a "natural' system approach." Etzioni (1960, 1964) and others tend

to refer to this type of school as informal organization. Whatever name it

is called, it is the case that the Human Relations School represents a non-

determinate system. People bring to the organization the possibility of
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the unexpected. In addition, the broader social system, the community and

the society, represents a chance for the organization to experience unex-

pected consequences of its own actions (Dubin, 1968) or the actions of

others (for example, fluctuations in the stock market for business organi-

zations, or the defeat of school boards in an election, etc.). The evi-

dence as seen by the Human Relations School was that the organizations

were not determinate systems.

The result of having two opposing views was the development of the

notion that organizations had essentially two behavioral and/or prescrip-

tive systems: formal and informal. The formal system was considered de-

terminate and is graphically represented by a formal organization chart.

In other words% the organization is based on the categorization of people

into positions based on the major task of that person; for example, the

"position of teacher." The informal organization is a natural system (a

less determinate system) and is best graphically shown by a series of so-

ciometric diagrams. Positions are defined not by the major task of a per-

son, but by the types of relationships that exist between people interac-

ting in organizations. These two very different systems of labelling are

not brought together by either the Classical School or the Human Relations

School.

In the past few paragraphs, concepts such as "closed system strategy,"

"determinate systems," etc., have been discussed. Briefly, these are ways

of classifying the various approaches to the study of organizations. Thomp-

son (1967:5-10) sees student9 of organization as having one of three stra-

tegies: closed system, open system, and (a more recent development), the

bounded rational system. The first two coincide with the two schools of
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thought just discussed, and the third is becoming the new and moderating

approach to the study of organizations.

The closed system strategy refers primarily to viewing the organiza-

tion as a determinate system. Much of the research that has been generated

by the Scientific Management School of organizational theory is in the name

of efficiency, and it is this School that we will associate with the closed

system strategy. This School most closely approximates the assumptions of

a closed system--that is, all of the variables that are needed are known,

and the system can operate under the norms of rationality entirely, or very

nearly so (See Thompson, 1967).

The open system strategy represents the reverse--that is, in the or-

ganization there is "the expectation of uncertainty" (Thompson, 1967).

Those variables that need to be controlled are not completely known, and

even if known, control cannot be exerted over them. The Human Relations

School typifies this type of strategy.

The newest strategy in the study of organizations is one that moder-

ates the extremes of the closed and open systeti strategies. The bounded

rational system views organizations as having to deal with uncertainty, but

attempting to effect closure so that the rules of rationality can be ob-

served (Thompson, 1967:8). The writings of Barnard (1938), Simon (1957),

and March and Simon (1958) are central sources in this school of thought.

To round out this brief review of the literature and to make it more

applicable to the present study, a brief review and expansion of the pre-

ceeding discussion is necessary.

The formal organisAtion is largely prescriptive. That is to say, the

division of labor, the hierarchy, the communications network, etc., of an

LiiiiiiiiiiihitilMiliiiiiiiiiiii1111.111111111111111111.11111111111111,1M10111P11.111 n lb I Me d r
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organization are formally prescribed in order to achieve greatest efficien-

cy in the organization. People are placed into groups and are given a po-

sition in that group in order to maximize the efficiency of that group's

production. There are as many positions in a group as necessary to per-

form all of the known functions required of that group, but there are no

extra positions. In the organization, there are one or more extra-mural

roles in some positions (Bates, 1960) whose job it is to relate that group

to other groups, both in and out of the organization. The great failure

of the Scientific Management School and other closed system strategies was

the failure to recognize that people may belong to more than one group in

an organization and the consequences of this multi-group membership to the

organization.

The Human Relations School and other "natural or open strategy" school

on the other hand, recognized this problem, and viewed with great percep-

tion the other systems of groups in the organization. Studies of cliques

(Roethlisberger and Dixon, 1939; Dubin, 100) of status groups (Roethlis-

berger and Dixon, 1939; Etzioniv 1960); of friendship patterns, etc., were

common types of studies. The main failure of the Human Relations School

was not recognizing that, to some extent, these relationships were a re-

sult of the formal authority and division of labor structures in organiza-

tions.

During the development of these schools of thought in organizational

studies, sociologists and social psychologists were beginning to do a num-

ber of studies of group structure (See Biddle and Thomas, 1966). These

studies under the name of "role theory" allowed for very fine distinctions

to be made in terms of levels of social organization. Linton (1945), Davis
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(1948), Parsons (1951), and Merton (1957) were among the early adherents

of the structuralist-functionalist way of thinking to use and to clarify

the concepts of status, role, position, etc. Perhaps the most complete

system of analysis based on the concept of role is that developed by Bates

(1967). Underlying Bates' notions cf social organization, we find the same

two themes proposed by the Scientific Management School and the Human Re-

lations School of organizational theory, but Bates refers to them as "sys-

tem-centered analysis" and "person-centered analysis," respectively (Bates,

1962). Again, there was the recognition of two systems; the notion that

the organization places people into positions rationally, but that the or-

ganizational placement of individuals may be reacted to by organization

members in what= be considered for the organization an irrational man-

ner. The notions of person-centered analysis and system-centered analysis

will be of importance in developing the present research.

As indicated, there are two major schools of organizational theory

that look at the organization from two divergent points of view: informal

and formal systems. It is believed that this has led to a number of pro-

blems in both theoretical, formulation and empirical study. The third ma-

jor school that notes the relationship between formal and informal systems,

and views of the organization as a single, bounded rational system will

be the basis of this study of the task structure.

In order to complete the perspective needed for this study, an ela-

boration of the preceeding might prove useful. Because of the divergence

of the schools of organizational theory, and the theoretical debates in

other areas of sociology (for example, role theory), those concepts that

are related to the division of labor have become difficult to use as analy-
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tical tools. As an example, I point to the concept of positions. Theo-

retically, position has been defined as all of those role relationships

one has in a single group (Bates, 1957; Merton, 1957; Gross, 1958). EM-

pirically, this is noz the position that one studies. Most frequently,

researchers use a category of people and call that category a position.

In studies of schools, there is the tendency for those people who teach

to be given the "position" of teachers. That is to say, the person is

assigned a position according to only one activity (in schools) in which

he participates. (It should be evident that the theoretical definition

in current vogue among organizational analysts comes from the open system

strategy, but that the empirical concept comes from the closed system

strategy of organizational theory.) If a study of the task structure is

to prove useful, then better operationalization of such concepts as "posi-

tion" needs to be made. The method used in this research should correct

some of these basic problems.

In the past few paragraphs, the development of several schools of or-

ganizational theory have been discussed with emphasis on the development

of the concepts of the division of labor and task structure. In order to

put these into a framework that will be of use in the present study, the

next few paragraphs will deal with an organizational perspective. Fol-

lowing that, a series of postulates concerning the relationship between

the task structure of organization members and the allocation of power

and the satisfaction of organization members will be discussed.

An Organizational Perspective

The organization is a set of positions and the relationships between
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those positions. Basically, the positions are arranged to make it pos-

sible to achieve some purpose more efficiently than an individual working

alone could. The relation between positions is rather complex, in the

sense that in organizations every position is not directly related to every

other position. In other words, the organization is a multi-group struc-

ture. Groups are centered around various tasks and every position in a

group bears some relationship to the tasks performed by that group. There

are vertical groups and horizontal groups. The lowest vertical groups

usually are the production groups, and the higher groups are coordinative

groups. The horizontal groupings are task related in the sense that the

process of completing some task is divided up and each part of the process

is allocated to a specific group.

There are two types of contingencies that the organization must be

prepared to meet: (1) those that are known and (2) those that are unknown.

Both types of contingencies are problems for various groups in the organi-

zation. Since the organization cannot be aware of all contingencies, it

cannot provide the necessary group structure to meet them. Therefore, the

organization consists of more groups than those that are rationally planned

(than those shown by the organizational chart). If one is to understand

the operation of an organization, he must be able to identify all of the

groups in the system.

It makes little analytical sense to say that there are two divisions

of labor in an organization (one "formal;" one "infoftal") when there is

only one set of people who are influenced by several proscriptive systems.

If, for the operation of the organization, it is necessary to meet both

known and unknown contingencies, then the way the labor is divided among
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this single set of workers for meeting these contingencies is the task

structure. Therefore, the distinction between formal and informal organi-

zation will not be considered a viable analytical tool for the present

research. For now, the organization will be defined as a social system

working in the interest of achieving some goal(s) and consisting of a set

of groups that effects a task structure for dealing with both known and

unknown contingencies.

In addition, further consideration must be given to the hierarchical

arrangement of the organization. Many researchers, while doing research,

consider the division of labor the breakdown of the production process

only. This does not seem to be theoretically consistent. Because organi-

zations must coordinate the production process, a hierarchy is necessary.

The more specific the tasks that must be performed in pursuit of a single

product, the more complex the hierarchy above that production process.

This hierarchy is not only a result of the division of labor, but also is

a part of it. It is known that unexpected contingencies arise in organi-

zations. Part of the functioning of the hierarchy is to deal with and/or

to communicate these contingencies. Since we indicated that groups are

responsible for a part of the production, then all unexpected contingencies

that are specific to that group may only be dealt with by that group. Thus

some degree of autonomy must exist at all levels in the organization,' The

more pervasive the contingency the higher in the hierarchy (the authority

structure) the decision will be made. This sounds like straight Scienti-

fic Management School reasoning until it is remembered that all groups in

the organization (including those formerly referred to as "informal") are

included as part of the division of labor. It follows that if the organi-



zation does not know what decision-making group will be necessary to meet

the needs of the system, then groups will be formed to meet arising con-

tingencies when they occur. For instance, if one of the determinates of

efficient production is worker satisfaction, and the conditions creating

worker satisfaction are not known, then some new decision-making group

dealing with specifically this problem will be needed.

Essentially, what has been said is that the term organization and the

term diviision of labor almost refer to the same concept. It shoUld not

be the case that sociologists would refer to one type of behavior as "for-

mal" and another type of behavior as "informal" because one part of the or-

ganizational behavior is not officially decreed as the way workers "should"

behave--the organization is a behavioral system that is influenced by ma.121.

prescriptive systems, not one.

The same notion applies to the task structure; that is, it is devel-

oped from several prescriptive systems. The prescriptive system that is

developed by engineers who design the work flow or the system that the

management provides are not the only sets of prescriptions for the organi-

zation members. In addition, those prescriptions that arise in groups de-

veloped within the organization (formerly, informal organizations), those

prescriptions on the worker that restrict his organizational behavior (re-

ligious, familial, etc.), and those prescriptions from organizations that

are related to primary organization (i.e. union to plant, Sunday school

to church, educational association to school) all provide inputs that lead

to one behavioral system. Since it is the behavioral system that is of

concern here, then no distinction between these prescriptive systems will,

for the present research, be analytically useful.
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Perhaps the first argument against this approach would be that there

would be a natural conflict between the organization prescriptions and the

prescriptions from other sources, and that, by not accounting for the two

types of prescriptions, we will, analytically speaking, "lose something."
4

There is no argument that the type of study that considers the conflict

between these different prescriptive systems would not be useful and are

not needed. But by separating the systems into formal and informal, so-

ciologists have not been able to focus on what people do, but only on what

they should or should not do in terms of one prescriptive system. This

research, as shall be seen, deals with what people do, and on the effects

of what they do on other variables. In other words, in studies of the pre

scriptions of the division of labor, the behavior is the dependent vari-

able. In this study it is the independent variable.

At this point, enough background information has been given for the

research itself to be described. To briefly summarize, the perspective

used in this research contains four basic points: (1) The organization is

a bounded rational system that attempts to follow rules of rationality in

situations where the unexpected must be expected. (2) From this, the view

of the organization as having both formal and informal prescriptive sys-

tems is discarded and the organization is seen as one behavioral system

with one division of labor. (3) The hierarchical arrangements in the or-

ganization are seen as part of the division of labor, rather than viewing

the division of labor as related only to the actual production process.

(4) The division of labor in an organization is directly related to the

task structure of individuals in the sense that the division of labor by

the organizational rules determines in 122,...rt the task structure of the or-



ganization member. Other factors that determine the task structure of

the individual are values, attitudes and norms from prescriptive systems

other than the organization.

To make this fourth point clear, the school teacher is a perfect ex-

ample. The school may require that the teacher do many different tasks:

collect lunch money, teach subjects, perform clerical-type duties, etc.

But, the actual process by which these tasks are performed may be defined

by her beliefs about how a teacher should act. if she is class-oriented,

then the task of teaching may involve lecturing most of the time; but if

she is cliild-oriented, then it may involve individual instruction to child-

ren most of the time. As was earlier statedt the behavior of individuals

in organizations (the task structure) is dir cted by many prescriptive

systems, not just one. To study the relationship of an individual's task

structure to other variables in the organization requires research to take

into account all behavior.

From this brief discussion of an organizational perspective the pro-

posed research can be delineated more specifically.

The Postulates

Following what has been said above, it is now possible to formulate

several postulates that provide, within an empirical framework to be dis-

cussed in a later section, a chance to further describe and delineate some

of the relations that exist between the task structure in organizations

and other organizational variables. These postulates will be broken into

two major groupings. The statements concerning the relationships between

the task structure of organization members and power relations in the or-
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ganization will not be considered exploratory. The studies concerning

these relationships are so pervasive that to argue exploratory relation-

ships would be a meaningless enterprise. On the other hand, those postu-

lates referring to the relationships between task structure and job satis-

faction and perceptions of reward systems will be considered much more ex-

ploratory; in other words, it is hoped that the result of looking at these

variables will propose new ways of trying to understand these variables

rather than a more complete explanation. It should be noted, however, that

in the case of all variables, the research is of an inductive nature rather

than deductive.

Postulate 1. The allocation of power in an organization is associated to

the task structure of organization members.

As was indicated at the beginning of this proposal, this should not

be a surprise. This postulate is an old one, coming from such early writers

as Marx and Weber, but it is a postulate that has not been put to adequate

empirical test. Nor have the power relations of various types been used

to further explain power relations in terms of the task structure. In the

following corollary postulates, three aspects of power relations and their

relationships to the division of labor will be briefly outlined.

Postulate 1A. The allocation of authority is associated with the task

structure of organization members. P

There should be no argument about this relationship if only those re-

lationships which were formerly described as "formal" were involved. How-

ever, the use of the word authority in this dissertation will connote those

relationships that are superordinate-subordinate where the relationship is
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agreed upon by all members of the acting group (See Dubin, 1968). It is

not necessary for an individual to be "given" authority by the formal sys-

tem (the bureaucracy); but in any relationship that involves the necessity

of a decision-maker(s), if all people involved agree as to who among them

should make that decision, then that relationship will be referred to as

authority relations and the designated individual will be noted as the

authority.

In all groups where alternatives to behavior are present there will

be an authority system. The agreement, by the group, as to who will have

authority may be made by several methods: (1) imposed on the group by a

larger system (i.e. the foreman in the factory), (2) decided internally by

the group using the criterion of reward or responsibility (i.e. that per-

son who will gain most by the group's action or lose most by the group's

inaction will be given authority), (3) made internal to the group on the

basis of differential technical competence within the group. It is impor-

tant to note that the authority relations are closely tied to other types

of power relations.

Postulate 1B. The allocation of influence is associated with the task

structure of organization members.

Influence, as it will be used in the present research, refers to the

power one has to manipulate the system because the person has control of

some resources in the system. The important distinction between our use

of authority and influence is that people with influence are not given

sanctioned power by the other members of the system (Dubin, 1969). In

other words, with influence the source of the power is different than with
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authority.

It seems natural to assume that the influence given to a person in

the system comes from the way that the labor in the organization is di-

vided. For instance, if one or a few people in a school are math teachers,

then they would have authority to make decisions concerning math instruc-

tion. By the same token, their authority to make those decisions and

their control of the math teaching resources make it possible for them to

influence the entire school curriculum. As shall be pointed out, these

three concepts are operationalized in quite different ways.

Postulate 1C. The allocation of esteem in the organization is associated

with the task structure of organization members.

Esteem is a concept that has been most frequently used in the sense

of personal characteristics that give a person some degree of power (there

are other concepts, such as Weber's C19232 "charisma," that indicate the

same sort of idea). Age, experience, "good personality," and other char-

acteristics of individuals would be a basis for power.

In the above postulates, three types of power have been discussed.

The basis fcr making the distinctions in the three types of power is es-

tablished in the literature. The actual viability of making these dis-

tinctions iR, at best, questionable. The distinction between influence

and authority seems to be a viable one, but whether or not "esteem" adds

any explanatory distance beyond authority and influence is one of the

questions of the present research.
`-o

The concepts of job satisfaction and perceptions of reward systems

are added to the current list of postulates because sufficient data have
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been collected to test the viability of the connection between the task

structure of organization members and these social psychological variables.

The following postulates are made and are intended to be exploratory in

nature, in that the actual direction of the relationship is not suggested

by previous research to the extent of our other variables.

Postulate 2. The degree of job satisfaction that an organization member

feels is associated with the task structure of organization members.

Postulate 3. The perceptions that organization members have of the or-

ganizational reward system are associated with the task structure of or-

ganization members.



CHAPTER II

THE STUDY

The Multiunit Schools and the "Traditional" Schools

The organizations that will be studied to determine the relation-

ships between the task structure of organization members and the other

variables are six elementary schools in Wisconsin. These schools are

part of a larger sample of 54 schools drawn by the Attributes Projects,

Program on Innovation and Organization, Center for the Advanced Study of

Educational Administration. The author of this research participated in

the Attributes Projects in all phases of its current research.

The reason that the Wisconsin schools were added to the Attributes

Projects sample is because of the development of a new school organiza-

tional plan by the Wisconsin Center for Cognitive Learning, University of

Wisconsin. The Multiunit School, as the new organizational system is

called, is only one of several major innovative efforts being tried by

various researchers in the United States today. The Multiunit system

provides an excellent choice of schools for the present research in that,

of all the innovations today, it seems to provide the most pervasive or-

ganizational change in school systems. In the following paragraphs, I

will briefly describe both of the systems (Multiunit and traditional) and

the six schools involved.

Traditional schools, as the term will be used here, refer to the

elementary school that consists primarily of relatively autonomous tea-
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chers and a principal with support personnel. The organization of the

school does not provide for required relationships between teachers in

the school, not even within a grade level. The relationship the teacher

has to the school is maintained by relationships with the principal.

There are three traditional schools included in the present study. The

three schools come from different school districts in Wisconsin.

In each case, there is a Multiunit School from the same district.

In the Attributes Projects and the research teams from the University of

Wisconsin, the pairing of the traditional school and the Multiunit School

in the same district represents an attempt to establish an experimental-

control situation for studying the Multiunit School. In the research

proposed here, the schools were not matched on some of the variables cri-

tical to the task structure of organization members. Therefore, rather

than consider the relationships between the schools as experimental-con-

trol, they will simply represent two different types of organizational

systems attempting to achieve the same goals.

In the Multiunit School system, the organization of the school was

changed considerably by the addition of three essentially new positions

to the school and the combining of these positions with the positions

already found in the school into new organizational forms. A complete

explanation of the Multiunit system here would not serve a useful pur-

pose, as one goal of this dissertation is to, in detail, do just that,

The following paragraphs will provide only a general framework for the

Multiunit School,

The Multiunit School, essentially, is supposed to be a system of di-
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viding the students in school into units rather than into grades. Each

unit has many ability groupings, and children are assigned to the ability

group that best meets their needs in each subject matter area. The abi-

lity groupings that are developed in the Multiunit system of analysis are

considerably different from the ability groupings (or "tracking") in the

more usual connotation of the word. Usually when students are assigned

to ability groups it is on the basis of their over-all performance, and

the group is composed of "slow" or retarded learners, "average" learners,

or "accelerated" learners. The students in the Multiunit system are

placed into ability groupings in each subject matter area--and the abi-

lity group may differ from subject to subject.

Of greater importance to the current research is the fact that tea-

chers are assigned to units--not classes or classrooms. The unit has as-

signed to it a number of teachers (from three to eight in the schools

studied). In each unit there is, in addition, a unit leader, a clerical

aide and an instructional aide, The responsibilities of the unit leader

vary from school to school, but, in general, the unit leader takes both

instructional leadership chores and administrative tasks from the princi-

pal. The aides assist the unit leaders and teachers by taking over a lot

of the routine tasks that do not require, by either difficulty or lega-

lity, professional performance,

The principal in the Multiunit School is supposedly left with more

time to become an instructional leader. Actually, as shall be demonstra-

ted in greater detail later, the principal's role in the Multiunit struc-

ture is somewhat confused.

The Multiunit system is based on the notion that cooperative efforts
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among the teachers in the units and cooperative efforts among the unit

leaders and the principal (the Instructional Improvement Committee) will

provide for better opportunities for instruction, both on an individual

and classroom level. In its conceptualization it is intended to be an

organization with two major levels of coordination and authority; the

unit and the Instructional Improvement Committee. In the present study

these relationships that exist will be explored. One thing can be said

with certainty: The Multiunit School more closely conforms to a bureau-

cratic model than the more traditional schools. In the following re-

search, this fact will be taken into account.

The Six Elementary Schools

As indicated, the six elementary schools researched in this study

come from three school districts in Wisconsin. The three districts are

considerably different from each other. Johnstown is a relatively small

town in the central southern portion of the state, Middle City is a lar-

ger city on the Lake Michigan shore, and Laketown is located north of

Johnstown in the central part of the state. Laketown is between Johns-

town and Middle City in terms of size of population.

As for the schools themselves, they are considerably different from

each other. Aside from the fact that three are Multiunit and three are

not, the schools also differ in terms of size and in terms of physical

plant and facilities. They also differ considerably in organization.

Specifically2 how much they differ is the problem ' 'his dissertation,

but in the following brief descriptions of each school some of the more

gross differences will be noted.
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1. Johnstown- -Washington School (Multiunit; 24 teachers and unit

leaders)

Washington is, according to informants from the University of Wis-

consin R & D Center, the best developed of the Multiunit Schools. It is

the only Multiunit School in Johnstown. It is located in one of the

lower socio-economic.areas of the town, and the appearance of the build-

ing supports that fact. The interior of the building is rather dark, but

one is surprised when he enters the building at the amount of pupil acti-

vity in the halls and classrooms. The principal's policy is that "every-

one in the school (visitors included) is a teacher," so visitors are

likely to be stopped and questioned by pupils.

Washington School has five units as opposed to the normal K-6 organi-

zational structure. Each of the units has its own Learning Materials Cen-

ter. Usually, the unit leader, the instructional aide and the clerical

aide are attached to the Center. The teachers in the school are assigned

to classrooms, but the students change from one teacher to another accord-

ing to their ability levels. No child stays with the same group of child-

ren all day. Washington's five units are the most units found in any Mul-

tiunit School in the study.

The unit teachers meet every day for 30.40 minutes. During these

meetings, the teachers plan the day's activity, evaluate the instructional

program, evaluate childrens' progress, pass on information concerning in-

struction and so on. The members of the units seem to be closely tied to-

gether and depend on each other considerably, but the degree of dependence

varies from unit to unit.

Washington also has the best developed Instructional Improvement Com-
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mittee of all the Multiunit Schools. It meets twice weekly to discuss the

administration of the entire school.

Perhaps the most characteristic part of the school at the time that

the data were gathered was the great enthusiasm that the school personnel

had for the Multiunit approach. The enthusiasm for the process of teach-

ing or for the school itself was not as great in any other school in the

sample.

2. Johnstown--Adams School (Traditional; 25 teachers and team leader)

The Adams School is quite the opposite of Washington. Its physical

plant is new and quite modern. The interior of the building is bright,

but one is surprised by the lack of students in the hallways. There is

none of the chaotic movement of children that is so characteristic in

Washington.

Adams has the more traditional organizational structure of K-6. The

exception to this is the 2nd grade which operates as a team. There are no

aides assigned to each grade and there is little stress for the teachers

to work with each other except in the team. The principal is noted by most

teachers as the man who coordinates the school, but most of the work of

the school appears to be done by the teacher, autonomously, in the class-

room.

The enthusiasm that is so characteristic of Washington School is not

noted here.

3, Middle City - -Jefferson School (Multiunit; 28 teachers and unit

leaders)

Like Adams, Jefferson School is in a new physical plant. The build-

ing was specifically designed and built to house the Multiunit School. The
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school is laid out geometrically into four units. The central part of

the school contains the administrative offices, the Learning Materials

Center and faculty rooms. The kindergarten unit (Unit A) is in one of

the other parts. The other two parts contain parts of Units B, C and D,

which are grades 1-6. The school is characterized by the physical dis-

tances that exist between the various parts, and there seems to be little

interaction among people across these distances.

The units are somewhat larger than those in Washington. There are

only two kindergarten teachers, and Units B, C and D range from three

teachers plus unit leader, to eight teachers plus unit leader. The rela-

tions to the principal are not as strong as in Washington, and the prin-

cipal claims that he has little to do with the operation of the school.

Each unit appears to be "a little school within itself" (Dudley, Smith,

Pellegrin, 1969). As we shall see, the effects of unit size may effect

the division of labor.

4. Middle City--Madison School (Traditional; 21 teachers)

Madison's physical plant closely resembles Washington's, but unlike

Washington, the traditional atmosphere pervades the building. The build-

ing looks very much like the school described in in..._22UtheDy2.2122.1222e

(Kaufman, 1964).

The teachers again are autonomous, and most learning activity takes

place in the self-contained classroom. The principal and many of the

teachers seem to value a stricter discipline than in most of the schools.

There are two features that separate this school from the other tradi-

tional schools:

(1) there is a teacher aide for the first grade teachers, and
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(2) the sixth grade has one class devoted to gifted children.

There are few required relationships between teachers, but the prin-

cipal makes every effort to create "informal," friendly relations. were

is an effort to improve the school by accelerated use of technical innova-

tions, but there are few attempts at organizational innovations.

5. Laketown--Lincoln School (Multiunit; 19 teachers and unit leaders)

Like Jefferson, Lincoln School was especially designed to accomodate

the Multiunit School. The physical plant of the school consists of two

large circular buildings. One is set aside for physical education and

large classes; the other is the main portion of the school. In the center

of the main instructional building are the administrative offices, the

Learning Materials Center, film projection rooms, and other special educa-

tional facilities. The outer ring of the building consists entirely of

classrooms. The building is so designed that there is little distance be-

tween any classroom and the Learning Materials Center.

There are only three unit in Lincoln. There is one large unit,

seven teachers and one unit leader, and two smaller units of about equal

size. There are two professionals assigned to the Learning Materials Cen-

ter. There are aides (both instructional and clerical), and there is a

special "unit leader aide" to serve all the unit leaders.

The principal in this school plays less of a role in the actual oper-

ation of the school. This is less planned than a by-product of a recent

disagreement between the unit leaders and teachers and the principal. Few

teachers see the principal's job as closely related to theirs. The school

has the disadvantage of being the "showplace" of the Multiunit system.
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6. Laketown--Kennedy School (Traditional; 23 teachers)

Kennedy is the most difficult school of all to characterize. It is

a "new" school, but is developed along the traditional lines. It has a

young principal, and is attempting to innovate both in technical and so-

cial areas, but it has not developed any major organizational changes in

which to do this.

In terms of organization and physical plant, Kennedy resembles Adams

School in Johnstown.

These brief characterizations of the schools should be of some help

in understanding the organizations with which we will be dealing. In the

following section the study of the division of labor will be discussed,

The Task Structure of Organization Members

and Organizational Power

In the first part of this report it was noted that the task structure

of organization members and their relationships were "assumed" fact; that

is, the task structure is always noted as a determinate of other organiza-

tional arrangements, but this is rarely empirically tested. This is not

surprising, for the methodological issues surrounding the study of task

allocation are difficult. It requires making some decisions in an arbi-

trary manner. This is the case here.

In the research conducted by the Attributes Projects, the school per-

sonal in the six schools in Wisconsin were asked to list the main tasks

that they performed in their positions within the schools. Very little

restriction was placed on the respondents in naming these tasks. In at-

tempting to analyze the tasks listed for a different problem in the
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Attributes Projects, it was noted that the tasks seem to fall into several

"functional" categories; that is, a considerable number of these tasks fit

together because the process involved--planning, evaluation, teaching,

etc.--seemed to be the same, but the people with whom the task was per-

formed, and the object that the process was directed toward, differed.

Because of the complexity of dealing with the long lists of tasks, it was

difficult to make sense out of them. In searching for a technique to al-

low for a more systematic method of classifying these tasks and for analy-

zing the task structure in relation to other variables, factor analysis

was decided upon.

There were primarily two reasons for choosing this technique:

(1) Given the work that had been done with the development of the

functional categories, there was evidence that the factors can be de-

scribed and labelled.

(2) More importantly, we can get a score on each individual respon-

dent on each factor. As will be seen, this score represents the basis of

the study. By using the individual's score for each factor, the relation-

ship of that factor to the variables of power can be measured. It is also

the case that the relationship of that factor to certain social psycholo-

gical variables can be computed.

The postulates that were given in the first section of the report

form the basis of the questions that we can ask of the data once the scores

of individuals on each factor have been determined. Remembering that the

task structure of the school personnel is indicated by their factor scores

on each factor, the following statements can be made in a testable form.

(1) There will be a correlation between the ranks of individuals on
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certain factors and their ranks on independent measures of authority, in-

fluence and esteem.

Once the scores for the individuals in a school have been determined

for each factor, these scores are ranked. Questions 2, 3, and 4 (See Ap-

pendix A) were developed as measures of authority, influence, and esteem,

respectively. The above were ranked according to the number of times a.

person was named. (In the case of Question 2, the ranking is a result of

weighted scores.) Using Kendall's Tau (Hays, 1963) as the technique, rank

order correlations can be determined. It should be the case that some of

the factors are highly correlated with rankings of the three power vari-

ables. This is the operational statement of the relationship between the

task structure and the power variables.

It should not seem strange that the concept of power has been broken

down into three components: influence, authority, and esteem. Studies of

organizations (for instance, Dubin, 1968) and studies of stratification

(Kelley, 1967) indicate that these words represent, conceptually, three

different aspects of power. Close examination of Questions 2, 3, and 4

shows that there is a different conception involved in each case.

Authority is conceived of as an organizational variable (Dubin, 1968).

That is to say that one has authority because others in the organization

agree that an individual has the right and/or the responsibility to make

certain decisions. Further examination of Question 2 will demo trate

that, in this case, authority is more broadly conceived than a fral

chain of command. It comes from more than one prescriptive system. (See

Choice B9 Question 2, and, the first part of this report.)

Influence, on the other hand, indicates havinqa control over re-
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sources or some personal abilities that give a person power. Dubin (1968)

says that influence is not an organizational variable. Here it is opera-

tionalized as those people who are likely to get things done (question 3),

Finally, esteem is seen as power that results from personal charac-

teristics of individuals that allow the person to deal with certain situ-

ations. Question 4 deals with this question in a limited sense. Essen-

tially it asks, "which people do you respect for having good ideas in meet-

ings?" There are two parts to esteem: (I) jersonal characteristics and

(2) "situations." The argument can be made that esteem is a result of

authority and influence because decision-making (the exercise of power)

provides those situations where people can demonstrate their ability. How-

ever, if this relationship does not hold and there is a difference between

influence and authority, the following hypothesis should hold true:

(2) The factors that correlate with the three power types will differ

according to the power type (authority, influence or esteem).

Finally, it should be remembered that we are dealing with two differ-

ent types of school organizational systems: the Multiunit and the tradi-

tional types of schools. We have made the argument that the Multiunit

School is more of a bureaucracy in that it has a more developed hierarchy

and that there may be greater specialization of tasks among the production

workers (teachers and aides). If this is true, then the following hypothe-

sis should hold:

(3) The relationships indicated in 2 above will be higher correla-

tions (p < .05) between certain factors and different power types in Mul-

tiunit Schools than in traditional schools, even though the correlated

factors may be the same for each school.
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The basis for making this hypothesis is simply that if the task

structure is related to the power variables it follows that the more so-

phisticated the task structure, the more effect the task structure should

have on the power variables.

At this point, it is of little use to try to state in any greater de-

tail the relationship between the task structure of school personnel and

the power variables. After the factor analysis has been discussed (Chap-

ter III), a more complete statement of these relationships will be given.

The Task Structure and Certain Social Psychological Variables

There are two questions that we can raise concerning the relationship

of task structure and the socio-psychological variables at the present

time. The relationship of task structure and job satisfaction/Perceptions

of rewards can be at least partially explained as a step in combining

"person- centered analysis" and "group-centered analysis" (Bates, 1966).

Bates has made the argument that the way a person behaves and the way

a person feels about the way to behave are a result of several different

factors. The way a person feels (his attitudes) is in part determined by

the social system he is involved in, and the specific situation he finds

himself in, within that social structure. Taking this as a bAeis for

studying the relationship between task structure and job satisfaction and

task structure and perceptions of rewards, the Attributes Projects has

asked three series of questions that should be useful and will allow the

formation of the following hypothesis.

The first question that was asked had to do with job satisfaction (See

Question 5). In ten items, respondents were asked to rate whether or not
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they were highly satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or

highly dissatisfied with things as they were in their school. In origi-

nal data tabulations, the Attributes Projects could find no significant

difference in job satisfaction between Multiunit and control schools. The

question can now be rephrased and stated in a testable form:

(4) There will be a direct correlation between the individual factor

scores on some factors and scores on the job satisfaction scale.

Essentially, this means that within the task structure of certain po-

sitions (or categories of people), there are some important tasks where

the performance of these tasks makes the job satisfaction of that indivi-

dual greater. The more important this task is to the individual, the

greater his satisfaction. Of concern here is to identify those factors,

if any, that are highly correlated with job satisfaction, Again, Kendall's

Tau will be used as the correlational measure.

The other social psychological variable that is of interest is the

perceptions of rewards. On a five point scale, school personnel were asked

to note whether they felt administrators and teachers would strongly ap-

prove--strongly disapprove of 13 different items of teacher behavior. The

same question was asked in terms of teachers, that is, would teachers ap-

prove or disapprove of the behavior of teachers along the 13 items.

(5) There will be a direct correlation between the individual factor

scores on some factors and scores on the perception of administrative re-

wards scale and the scores on the perception of teacher rewards scale,

The analysis of this question does not include some of the items on

the original Attributes Projects questionnaire. This is because they

are "ideological" questions as opposed to organizational behavior quesr
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tions on the part of teachers.

Summaryof the Studx

In this section and the previous one, the questions concerning the

relationship between power variables and the task structure and between

certain social psychological variables and the task structure have been

described. In each case, the technique for testing that particular state-

ment was generally stated. As the data are analyzed and reported, the

techniques for testing each hypothesis will be more completely delineated.

More generally, the basic structure of the research is that of six

replications of the same study. That is, each school will be treated as

a case study of these relationships in an organization and each will be

considered a replication of the other. There are, of course, methodologi-

cal problems that have not been mentioned here that are of importance and

that will be noted in the appropriate place in the data reports.

Apsecial Note on Data Mani ulation Techni ues

It is most probable that this particular study could not have been

done a year ago using these data. That it can now is largely due to the

computer techniques developed by George Lewis in his dissertation (as yet

untitled) called STGPROC (string process). The fact is that the data mani-

pulation requirements for this dissertation and the Attributes Projects

are quite different, and, in the past, the same data would have had to be

coded twice in order to accomodae the needs of both sets of research.

That data can now be stored in close to original form and coded after it

is punched on computer cards makes it possible 4, do this research and the
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Attributes research from the same data. In the following paragraphs, the

processes that the data will go through will be briefly described.

The data were coded in non-fixed field strings. This means that a

closer approximation to the respondent's answer could be made by using the

same words that the respondents used as opposed to coding the answers

numerically. In a real sense then, the "original" data are simply tran--

scribed and "machine punctuated" onto the cards. Incidentally, this pro-

cess reduces the possibility of coder error significantly (See Lewis,

1969).

Once the data are in the machine, a code can be developed from the

particular theoretical notions of the researcher. This code can then be

fed into the machine as additional data and it will combine responses much

in the same manner that a human coder would combine responses in a numeric

code. The code that is fed into the machine is referred to as a thesaurus.

The thesaurus used thus far in the Attributes Projects and the thesaurus

for the present research are different and were developed along different

theoretical dimensions.

Once the data can be coded by the use of a thesaurus representing a

particular theoretical perspective, it can be analyzed either in its ori-

ginal form or by converting it to a numerical code. The main. importance

of this is that the original data are still available to be recoded for

different purposes.

In the present case, the data on tasks have been converted to a numer-

ical code. On a card, each of the various tasks has been assigned a column.

Then each respondent's responses were assigned to a card and those tasks

that he listed were assigned, a "1" on the card. All other tasks (columns)
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were assigned an "0" Once the cards were developed for each respondent

in the study, 0 coefficients were computed for the task matrix,

The 0 coefficient matrix was punched onto cards by the computer, and

the factor analysis was computed from this matrix. The orthogonal verimax

rotation will be used. The factor analysis program Jr; part of the BMD

(Bio-Medical) series of the library of the Statistical Laboratory and Com-

puting Center, University of Oregon (U0BMDX72).

The score for each individual respondent on each factor was computed

and punched onto a card with that respondent's score on the other ques-

tions discussed. The computations of Kendall's Tau were performed using

the Scientific Subroutine Palkage developed by International Business

Machines, Inc. (K RANK).



CHAPTER III

THE TASK STRUCTURE OF SCHOOL PERSONNEL

In the previous chapters, questions were raised concerning the task

structure of organization members and its relationship to other organi-

zational variables. In addition, a description of the six elementary

schools in which these questions will be tested was given. In the follow-

ing two chapters, the evidence concerning the above relationship will be

examined, and in the final chapter the consequences of our findings will

be explored. The present chapter is a brief discussion of the task struc-

ture of the school personnel. Because the techniques used in the present

study are newly developed and are in the exploratory stage of development,

such a discussion seems warranted if the following chapters are to be un-

derstood.

The Task Question and the Thesaurus

In order to determine the tasks that reachers and other school per-

sonnel performed in the regular course of their jobs, the Attributes Pro-

jects asked the following question:

If you were to write a job description for your present positiont;
you could approach the matter in various ways. At one extreme, you
could categorize your work very broadly--for example, a teacher could
say he spends 80 per cent of his time teaching, 10 per cent planning,
and 10 per cent evaluating. At the other extreme, he could list re-
latively minor tasks such as sharpening pencils or moving desks.
What we would like for you to do below is to describe your job at a
level between these very broad and very specific approaches.
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Please think of the main sets of tasks or dimensions of your
job. List the tasks on the lines below.

The respondents were then given twelve lines in which to respond. (Some

of the respondents actually listed up to 18 tasks. The average number of

tasks listed was 11.)

Note that the question is worded in such a way as to try to limit

the responses to a sort of "middle level" of task description, but the at-

tempt was not spelled out in any greater degree than necessary. This is

because no effort to collect this kind of data had been undertaken before

and it was felt that, rather than take a chance on building in a bias, it

wow'(, be better to let the school personnel respond in a manner that al-

lowed them the greatest possible choice. In other words, the research at

this point was completely exploratory.1

Once the data were collected, they were transcribed and "machine

punctuated" onto computer input cards. It was noted in Chapter II that

the responses were not numerically coded by the coders. This operation

can now be done by the researchers using the STGPROC series developed by

Lewis. Because the data for this study were numerically coded three

times, a review of the thesaurus and the coding process should be ex-

plained, further (cf. Lewis, 1969).

The coders transcribed each task listed onto a code sheet using the

words of the respondent. The basic structure of the transcription was ap-

proximately the same structure as an English sentence (subject, verb, in-

01111=111Z=Nr

1
It should be noted that while the respondents were completing the

forms, several members of the research team were around to answer any
questions of interpretation that the respondents might have.



direct object, direct object). For instance, one respondent listed "Tea-

ching math to three ability groupings of pupils." This was transcribed

"TEACH MATH PUPILS." Note that the subject "I" was not coded as it re-

mains the same for all responses. Note also that the operation (TEACH),

the direct object of the operation (PUPILS) and the item passed to the ob-

ject (MATH) are all retained. In other words, everything that is needed

to describe the task listed has been preserved.

Once the transcription process was completed thy- data were punched

onto the cards, a preliminary run was made on the computer to punch out

the thesaurus cards. In the case of the example card listed above, the

card received from this run would take the following form:

THES ( 9 ) = °TEACH MATH PUPILS':

In addition, the computer prints out a frequency distribution of the num-

ber of times each specific record was listed by all respondents. This

set of thesaurus cards forms the basis of the coding system.

The next step was to code the data numerically, using the thesaurus.

This step was accomplished by simply going through the thesaurus cards

(the computer cards) and classifying them into categories. The first time

this was done with the present data categories were developed using the

verbs and the direct objects. This yielded 43 categories. The appropri-

ate code numbers were then "gang punched" into the thesaurus cards and

these cards, along with the data, were submitted to the computer to ob-

tain a deck of cards numerically coded. This process is more completely

described by Lewis in his forthcoming dissertation.

Examination of the 43 original variables revealed that the data that

were collected could not be accurately coded at this level of specificity.



For instance, a number of school personnel listed only one word (the

verb) for each task. For example, a large number of personnel in each

school listed "planning." Other respondents were more specific and would

indicate what they were planning ("planning curriculum"), and still others

were more specific and would list the other people involved in the plan-

ning or for whom they were planning ("planning curriculum unit" or "plan-

ning math curriculum grade 3 ")e Because all school personnel did not re-

spond at the same level, it was necessary to recode the data at the low-

est common denominator, in this case, the verb.
2

When the data were recoded using only the process (or the verb of

the respondent's sentence) as the basis for categorization, 14 categories

were developed. The categories and the headings for the task subset are

listed in Chart 1 on the following page (Also see Appendix B).

It should be pointed out at this time that this arrangement of the

14 variables that we could identify as part of the task structure of in-

dividuals in organizations leaves a great deal to be desired. Theoreti-

cally, it is not only the process (planning, teaching, etc.) that should

make a difference in terms of power arrangements in schools, but, in ad-

dition, the other people with whom the actor behaves should also be taken

into account. As we shall see, this inability to account for the differ-

ences will affect the outcome of the present study, but this does not pre-

clude findings that indicate direction and levels of study. The ideas

found in the first two chapters continue to have implications both for or-

4"In most research projects, a recoding of the data would be a large
oration calling for the coders to review al: the data and new cards
par.,,ned in the new categories system. Using the program developed by Lew-
is, this job (which normally takes weeks) was done in two or three days.
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ganizational theory and for the sociology of education.

Chart 1: The Task Categories for the Six Schools and the
Headings for Each Task Subset

Task CateerLIE

Attend Meetings

Clerical Duties

Discipline

Evaluate Others

Evaluate Pupils

Grow Professionally

Guidance

Manage Rooms

Plan Materials (Alone)

Plan with Others

Prepare Self

Supervise Pupils

Supervise Staff

Teach

Subset He adina

Attend meetings others, attend meetings
parents, attend meetings staff, attend
meetings unit, public relations, guide
parent /teachers

Clerical duties

Discipline

Evaluate own work, evaluate others, eval-
uate unit

Evaluate pupils

Confer professionals, grow profession-
ally

Guide pupils, guide individuals

Manage rooms-create atmosphere

Plan alone

Plan staff, plan unit, prepare unit

Prepare self

Supervise pupils

Supervise staff, supervise paraprofes-
sionals

Teach individuals, teach non-academic
subjects, teach

S 110
41711110

In the remaining two sections of this chapter, the manner in which
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the tasks of school personnel differ from school to school and the task

structure of school personnel in each school will be examined.

The Task Frequencies by School

When the tasks were combined into the categories listed in Chart 1,

there were a total of 931 tasks listed by the personnel in the six schools.

This is an average of 7 tasks for each of the 132 respondents. Note that

by combining the tasks into these categories the respondents, have, on the

average, "lost" 4 tasks per person. Most of this difference can be ex-

plained by the teaching and planning categories. Many teachers would list

several tasks that fell into teaching (teach math, teach music, teach art,

etc.) and planning (plan lesson, plan math, plan curriculum, etc.).

Table 1, on the following page, shows the frequencies of the task

categories for the six schools, the three Multiunit Schools, and the three

traditional schools. It is interesting to note that the rank order cor-

relation in Table 1, between the task frequencies of the Multiunit Schools,

and of the traditional schools is 057 (p < .10). This being the case, it

cannot be said that there is a great statistical difference between the

Multiunit Schools and the traditional schools in terms of the rank order-

ing of task frequencies. It should be noted that the first four variables

in Chart 1 are the same rank for both types of schools, as is the last

variable. However, 20 "inversions" occur between the remaining 9 vari-

ables; these account for the fairly small correlation, and indicate to

some degree the changes brought about by the Multiunit School system.

It should be pointed out that serendipity plays a part in this study

in that the number of respondents from Multiunit Schools and traditional
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Table 1: Frequencies of Task Category Mentioned: Six Schools,
Multiunit Schools, and Traditional Schools

Task Cat Six Schools Multiunit Traditional

Attend Meetings 84 39 45

Clerical Duties 67 27 40

Discipline 42 17 25

Evaluate Others 46 23 23

Evaluate Pupils 91 45 46

Grow Professionally 51 23 28

Guidance 70 34 36

Manage Rooms 66 29 37

Plan Materials (Alone) 94 49 45

Plan with Others 49 35 14

Prepare 68 28 40

Supervise Pupils 62 25 37

Supervise Staff 30 20 10

Teach 111 57 r 4

Total 931 451 480

No. of Respondents = 132 No. of Multiunit Respondents = 66

Avg. Task Per Respondent = 7 No. of Traditional Respondents = 66

schools is 66. For this reason the frequencies for the two types of

schools represent unbiased reports.

This can be demonstrated better if we examine the six schools indi-

mommonaill



Table 2: Frequencies for Each Task Category by Schools

NIMINOM=0,

Task Category Wash. Adams Jeff. Madison Linc. Kenna

Attend Meetings 11 16 10 17 18 12

Clerical Duties 6 13 9 13 12 14

Discipline 2 5 7 12 8 8

Evaluate Others 9 9 9 12 5 2

Evaluate Pupils 13 18 12 14 20 14

Grow Professionally 5 8 6 8 12 12

Guidance 15 16 4 8 15 12

Manage Rooms 8 14 8 12 13 11

Plan Materials (Alone) 12 19 13 14 24 12

Plan with Others 11 6 12 4 12 4

Prepare 7 19 7 13 14 8

Supervise Pupils 10 13 7 16 8 8

Supervise Staff 7 5 6 3 7 2

Teach 20 22

Total 136 183

No. of Resp. 22 26

15 17 22 15

125 163 190 134

16 20 28 20

vidually. Table 2 is the frequency distribution of the 14 variables for

the six schools,

Of course, the frequency distributions are a little difficult to use

in trying to see if there are patterns among the schools. Table 3, on the

following page, is a matrix of the rank order correlations among the six



Table 3: Matrix of the Rank Order Correlations of the Fre-
quency Distributions of Task Categories Between Schools

46

Wash. Adams Jeff. Madison Linc. Kenn.

Wash. .41 .47 .21 .46 .35

Adams .41 .42 .65 .65 .44

Jeff. .47 .42 .36 .54 .28

Madison .21 .65 .36 .61 r52

Linc. .46 .65 .54 .61 .60

Kenn. .35 .44 .28

41NammwIIMMINMI.

'MINNOINIIIIIMI11111111111M,

.52 .6o

schools.

Completing a cluster analysis of this matrix (shown on the following

page), two distinct clusters of two schools each can be identified. Two

of the Multiunit Schools, Washington and Jefferson, and two of the tra-

ditional schools, Madison and Kennedy, cluster. The two remaining schools,

Adams and Lincoln, more closely resemble the traditional school cluster

than the Multiunit group. This may be accounted for, in part, by size.

Adams is the second largest school of the six, and is, of course, a tra-

ditional school., Lincoln is the largest school in the sample, and is, re-

membering its' description in Chapter II, the Multiunit School that has

its physical plant so arranged that it resembles three small schools op-

erating independently.

In any case, there is some difference in task structure of the schools

between Multiunit and control schools, but the difference cannot be estab-

lished with any degree of specificity and does not appear to be very great.



Chart 2: Cluster Analysis of Task Frequency Correlations

Washington Jefferson

47

Adams

3

Madison

FACTORS

Lincoln

5 6

FACTORS
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To further describe the task structure in the schools, the next section

is a description of the factor analysis of the task question.

The Task Structure of School Personnel

In order to see what kind of relationships existed between the vari-

ous tasks and how tasks were related to individuals in the schools, a fac-

tor analysis of the data was obtained. The factor analysis solution was

based on an orthogonal verimax solution and was executed using the U0B10-

X72 program at the University of Oregon computing center. This analysis

is based on the rotation method in Jennings (1966). Aid in interpreting

the factors is based on the additional sources of Fruchter (1954), Horst

(1965), and Rummel (1967). The solution obtained by the factor analysis

resulted in a set of factors that are, theoretically speaking, more than

satisfactory.

The chart on the,following two pages shows the factor loading of each

of the task categories on each factor. In the labelling of the factors,

only those task categories with high, positive or negative loadings were

used in the labelling process. The labels that were decided upon are:

Factor I---- --Administrator

Factor II Child-oriented teacher

Factor III Class-o*riented teacher

Factor IV Planner

Factor V -Supervisor (of pupils)

Factor VI - -Extra school activity

These factor labels were particularly pleasing solutions in that referen-

ces to these types of school personnel are abundant in both popular and
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academic publications.

As pointed out in an earlier part of this chapter, each person in

the school has some relationship to each factor. The factor score of each

individual was computed with the factor analysis and this number repre-

sents a person's relationship to a particular task in terms of all other

respondents. In other words, the factor scores are correlated only in an

ordinal sense, and the relationship of the task structure to other vari-

ables will be done using rank order techniques.

As a check on the "meaningfulness" of the factors, rank order corre-

lations (T) of the factor scores of every factor to every other factor

was obtained by school. In general, the factors did not correlate in any

of the schools. Those people who scored high on one of the factors did

not generally score high on some other factor.

A more significant difference between the Multiunit Schools and tra-

ditional schools was discovered when the factor scores of the individual

in the schools were totaled and averaged. This score was obtained for

each factor by summing the factor scores in each factor, by school. Then

each sum was divided by N for that school to account for the differences

in N. Table 4, on the following page, shows the averaged scores for each

school.

Looking at the average scores in Table 49 and by comparing the schools

by district, the differences in the Multiunit School J.nd the traditional

school in that district can be seen. As we noted earlier, the Washington

School in the Johnstown school district was considered by the research per-

sonnel in the Attributes Projects to be prototypic of the Multiunit School

concept. Note the difference on the six factors of the Washington School
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Wash. Adams Jeff. Madison Linc. Kenn.

Administrator .44 -.05 .38 -.19 .13 -.48

Child-Oriented .69 .11 -.22 -.51 .06 -.15

Class-Oriented .38 .18 .36 -.10 -.07 -.37

Planner -.14 .08 -.03 -.22 .31 .07

Supervisor .20 -.001 -.07 .50 -.22 -.01

Extra School Activity .32 -.21 .19 -.07 .06 .12

and the Adams School. Washington schools scores are considerably higher

on all factors except planner. It should be noted that the planner fac-

tor is defined by a high factor loading in the category "planning mater-

ials alone," and the Washington School has a system in which the planning

is done primarily in the units. Therefore, it seems logical to say that

the differences in the two schools follow a pattern that we would expect.

The same holds true for the comparisons of the Jefferson-Madison

schools and the Lincoln-Kennedy schools. But note that there are differ-

ences in direction in the planner and supervisor factors. In the Washing-

ton-Adams schools, the Multiunit School (Washington) scores lower than the

traditional school on planner and higher than the traditional school on

supervisor. In the other two school districts, the direction on these

variables is reversed. This makes a considerable difference when we look

at the differences between Multiunit Schools and the traditional schools.

Table 5, on the following page, shows these relationships.
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Table 5: The Average Factor Score per Factor, by Type of School

Administrator

Child-Oriented Teacher

Class-Oriented Teacher

Planner

Supervisor

Extra School Activity

Multiunit Schools Traditional Schools

(N = 66)

.31

.21

.20

.08

-.05

.14

(N = 66)

-.23

-.16

-.08

-.01

.15

-.07

Kendall's Tau = -.73 p < .003

An examination of Table 5 reveals that the relationship of the Mul-

tiunit School to all of the factors is positive for all factors other than

supervisor, and that the relationship of the traditional school to all

factors other than supervisor is negative. Further, when these relation-

ships are examined using a rank order correlation technique, the differ-

ence between the Multiunit Schools and traditional schools becomes more

evident. The score is -.73, indicating that the task structures of the

Multiunit Schools and the traditional schools are developed along differ-

ent dimensions. Looking at the average scores in Table 5, these dimen-

sions can be seen. The traditional schools are negatively related to all

factors other than supervisor. This finding supports that argument that

traditional schools are "babysitting" institutions. The Multiunit Schools

score positively on all factors other than supervisor, and score highest



on administrator, indicating that these schools are developing along the

lines of coordination of teaching activities that are both child- and

class-oriented.

If we were to look for extreme cases of the Multiunit Schools and the

traditional schools, we would have to choose Washington School in Johns-

town as the Multiunit School and Madison School in Laketown as the tradi-

tional school. Washington shows high positive scores on the administrator,

child-oriented teacher and class-oriented teacher. Madison School scores

negatively on all factors except for a fairly high score on supervisor.

All other schools fall somewhere in between, with major differences oc-

curing on only two out of the four factors.

From this, a definite difference in the task structure of the schools

can be seen, and the difference is greater between Multiunit Schools and

traditional schools than the differences between the Multiunit Schools or

the differences between the traditional schools. In the next section we

will summarize the findings.

Summary,

In this chapter, the task structures of the schools in the present

study have been examined. The major finding of this chapter is that while

people in the schools all perform tasks that fall into the same task cate-

gories, the performance of those tasks varies from school to school and

between types of schools. Briefly reviewing the findings of this chap-

ter:

(1) When distinctions between schools were attempted by a correlation

of the frequency distributions in each task area and a cluster analysis
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of the correlation matrix, differences between schools were discernable,

but the distinction between Multiunit Schools and traditional schools were

not as clear.

(2) When the factor analysis was executed, both differences between

schools and the differences between Multiunit and traditional schools were

more readily discernable. Table 4 shows the differences between than.

tiunit School and the traditional school in each district. In addition,

there are differences between the three Multiunit Schools on the factors

planner and supervisor. Washington School scores higher on the supervi-

sor factor and lower on the planner factor, while the other two Multiunit

Schools reverse this relationship.

(3) When Multiunit Schools are compared to traditional schools, the

Multiunit Schools are positive on all factors other than supervisor, while

the traditional schools are negative on all factors other than supervisor.

To further demonstrate these differences, the rank order correlation be-

tween the two sets of schools is -.73. This indicates, on closer examip9!

nation of law scores in Table 5, that the Multiunit Schools are directed

more toward teaching (both child- and class-oriented) and administration,

while the traditional school is more oriented toward supervision.

Given these differences in the schools, Chapter IV will investigate

the relationship between the task structure and the allocation of power

in the schools.



CHAPTER IV

TASK STRUCTURE AND THE ALLOCATION OF POWER

In this chapter, an examination will be made of the relationship be-

tween task structure and the power distribution in schools. Before pre-

senting the data concerning this relationship, however, there are two

facets of the study that must be discussed. In Chapter II, reference was

made to the fact that additional consideration must be given to (1) what

other researchers had reported in terms of power relations in schools,

and (2) additional expectations concerning the relationship between task

structure and power allocation.

This chapter will deal first with a brief review of past research

and some problems that are evident in that research. Then a brief des-

cription will be made of the additional expectations resulting from the

analysis of the task factors in Chapter III. Finally, the analysis of

the relationship between task structure and power will be discussed.

Studies of School Organization and Power

Several studies of organization and power have been done within

schools. Unfortunately, these studies tend to reflect some of the more

basic problems found in organizational theory. In the first chapter, the

argument was made that researchers tend to use one school of organiza-

tional theory to construct models of behavior and another school of organi-

zational theory to "operationalize" the model for empirical research. The

concept of "position" was used as an example.
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Position is used by the open - system strategists to connote the re-

lationship of one actor to a set of other actors in a relevant situation.

Position is used by the closed-system strategists to indicate a holder of

an "official title." In a school system, for instance, a teacher would,

from an open-system approach, have a position, or several positions, which

are formed by his relationship to pupils, other teachers, the principal,

the parents, and so on. From a closed-system approach, the word "tea-

cher" would describe the position that one held, but would be concerned

only with the main function of the holder of that position, namely, tea-

ching. Further, from a closed-system strategy point of view, the actual

tasks that the teacher performs would be those that were "right" in terms

of the prescriptive notions of the management or school hierarchy. The

distinction made in Chapter III between a child-oriented teacher and a

class-oriented teacher would have to be made formally, or it would pro-

bably never be perceived.

Since many researchers of educational organization do research based

on the "official title" of school personnel, an examination of the conse-

quences of such studies for research in school decision-making should

prove interesting. In the following paragraphs, several major problems

of research in the allocation of power in schools will be discussed.

(1) The most interesting problem is the restrictions placed on the

study of power allocation because of certain "assumptions" made about

school personnel stemming from a closed-system strategy. Despite the

work of such researchers as Charters (1964:261), who states "that work

coordination functions are not exclusively the work of administrative

personnel," other researchers continue to assume that leadership (work
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coordination) is d ?ne exclusively by administrative personnel. For in-

stance, Gross and Herriott contend that the principal is the administrator

that has the greatest potential for directly effecting the teaching and

learning functions of the school (1964:1). There are two assumptions here

that are questionable: (a) whether or not the principal's task structure

relates him to the processes of teaching and learning, and (b) whether or

not his administrative positions give him a greater power potential than

others in the school system. The same problems appear in studies of tea-

chers, superintendents, etc. (Borg and Sylvester, 1964; Gorden, 1957;

Gross and others, 1958; Nimnicht 1959; and Washburn, 1957).

(2) Because the number of positions is restricted to the number of

official titles in a school, explanations of power differentials among

the various people in the school are often based on demographic variables,

for these variables can be examined with relative ease. Gross and Her-

riott, after making assumptions about the principal's potential for ef-

fecting the teaching-learning functions of the school, began to look at

"age, sex, educational background (and) experience" as indicators of dif-

ferential performance on the part of principals. To be fair, they also

look at the effects of the leadership given the principal by higher school

administration, and whether or not the principals are involved in certain

types of decisions (Gross and Herriott, 1964:2, 150-168). But, adequate

attention is not given to understanding the principal in the organization-

al framework in which he works. Explanation could be made of the differ-

ences in the principal's performance if the differences in the organiza-

tional milieu in which he exists were better understood, rather than from

explanations using the demographic variables.
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(3) The final question to be raised is whether or not assumptions

concerning the tasks of "official titles" in the school are accurate or

not. Are principals the only administrators that exercise influence,

authority, and esteem, or are they limited o4:4E to the exercise of author-

ity? Of course, the obvious answer is no, but the official title approach

tends to lead researchers to this conclusion. Teachers, for instance, may

and do score high on the administrator factor labelled in Chapter III.

Does this mean that the teacher who scores high on the administrator fac-

tor will have more authority? Do all principals score high on the admin-

istrator factor and on authority? These questions, as well as the ones

raised above, will be discussed in the followihg section.,

Official Titles Task Structure and the Allocation of Power

In the preceding paragraphs, several issues that have direct impli-

cations for the study of task structure and power allocation have been

raised. Unfortunately, the data collected for the present study do not

provide conclusive answers to all of these problems, but a good deal more

insight is now available than before. In the following discussion, three

questions will be of concern: (1) what is the relationship of the offi-

cial title to the jobs that people actually do, (2) what is the relation-

ship of the official title to the allocation of power, and (3) what is the

utility of demographic variables in explaining power.

The first question, the relationship between what people actually do

and their official title can be studied by examining the relationship be-

tween the task factor sec-es of individuals and their official titles.

Table 6, on the following page, shows the factor scores of the principals
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Table 6: The Factor Scores of Principals on the Six Factors,
by School

Wash. Adams Jeff. Madison Lino. Kenn,

Administrator -0.01 2.15 1.96 1.53 2.18 2.63

Child-Oriented Teacher 0.85 -0.14 -0.42 1.67 0.02 -0.89

Class-Oriented Teacher 2.10 0.57 0.48 -2.66 -0.19 -1.16

Planner -0.24 -0.22 0.18 -1.43 1.10 0.69

Supervisor 0.80 -0.65 -1.05 0.50 -0.59 1.67

Extra School Activity 2.23 1.74 1.12 2.04 1.67 -0.93

,I=EVINEI

of the six schools on each factor.

With the exception of one case, the principal of Washington School,

all principals score high on the administrator factor. Principals in all

but two schools rate higher on the administrator factor than anything

else. These two schools, Washington and Madison, are an experimental

school and a traditional school, respectively. Note, however, that four

principals are oriented toward teaching either from a child-oriented per-

spective or a class-oriented perspective. In Washington, where the prin-

cipal scores low on the administrator factor, he scores fairly high on

both types of teaching activities. Only two score high on the planner

factor, and only three on the supervisor factor. All principals but one

score high on the extra school activity factor.

On almost every factor, principals' scores are uneven. The two fac-

tors where nearly all principals score high, the administrator factor and

the extra school activity factor, are to be expected. That principals



Table 7: Average Factor Scores for Teachers on the Six Factors,
by School (Unit and Team Leaders &opted)

Wash. Adams

Administrator .20 -.14

Child-Oriented Teacher .82 .11

Class-Oriented Teacher .33 .16

Planner -.07 .09

Supervisor .03 .02

Extra School Activity .34 -.26

N=16 N=25

Jeff.

.24

-.18

.32

-.23

61

.7=000,1111

Madison Limo

-.28 -.15

-.45 .06

.03 -.04

-.15 .28

Kenn.

-.64

-.11

-.33

.04

-.17 .50 -.33 -.14

.05 -.18 .06 .05

N =16 N=19 N=23 N=19

are left to define the rest of their task structure almost individually

suggests that the relationship between official title and the actual posi-

tions of the principal varies from school to school.

This can be demonstrated in Table 6. Looking at the Washington prin-

cipal, it can be seen that his job is defined primarily by the extra

school activity and the class-oriented teacher factors. Note that he is

negatively related to the administrator factor. In Adams School, on the

other hand, the principal's job is defined by the administrator factor and

the extra school activity factor. This is quite a different sites for the

two principals to hold. Note also that this difference occurs among all

the principals.

Table 7 shows the average factor scores for teachers on each factor,

by school. In this table, it can be seen that the label of "teacher" is
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not very descriptive of a specific position, but rather the label of tea-

cher includes many different types of personnel.

Note that there is not an even distribution of scores. Table 7, to-

gether with Table 6, demonstrates that the task structure within the offi-

cial title categories vary. This indicates that explanation of differen-

tial performance aad differential power maz lie in other than the differ-

ences in demographic variables of the holders of official titles so often

used by educational researchers.

The second question asked above was, what is the relationship between

official title and power allocation? We can deal with that question in a

briefer statement. The answer is, considerable. With only one exception,

the principal in each school was most frequently ialned as having influence

and esteem. The one exception can be accounted for by a school that was

experiencing a great deal of conflict between teachers and principals at

the time of the field study. This, seemingly, would then destroy the ar-

gument made above that official titles restricted the study of power allo-

cation. It would, except for one fact in the Multiunit Schools. There

was a shift in the authority scores in the Multiunit Schools. In the tra-

ditional schools, the principal scored high on authority as well as on in-

fluence and esteem. Quite often, in the traditional school the teachers

would score more than a hundred points less then the principal on author-

ity. In the Multiunit Schools, however, this was not the case. The tea-

chers scores on authority were considerably higher in the Multiunit Schools

than in the traditional srhools. In the Multiunit School, a teacher and/

or a unit leader would sometimes score higher on authority than the prin-

cipal. This fact supports the argument that official title restricts the
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stueT of power in schools, in that authority rests not asawith the prin-

cipal, but also with teachers. In short, it the Multiunit School the re-

lationship between power and official title does not hold.

The third question, the relationship between the demographic vari-

ables and power allocation can be described in a brief statement. The

correlations between the task factors and the variables, age, years of

experience, years in schools years of education, were all too low to be

conclusive. Their impact on determinations of power was varied. No one

demographic variable is highly correlated with the same task factor that

correlates highest with one of the power variables. Age and amount of

education seem to make the most difference (in three schools out of six,

they seem related to influence and esteem, but the relationship does not

appear to be great). Years of experience and years in school are also

related to the power arrangements in three schools, but the relationship

is not as well defined. In general, it can be stated that there seems to

be the same or less of a relationship between the demographic variables

and power allocation than a relationship between task structure and power

allocation.

In summary, the notion that the task structure of people within an

official title category varies was substantiated by the data. In addition,

the use of an official title model to explain differences in power allo-

cation was brought into question. In the following section, the alter-

native model of defining categories by task structure will be examined,

Task Structure and the Allocation of Power

In the process of looking for a model, a better explanatory system,
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for discussing the allocation of power in the schools, a search, of the

literature in organizational theory was conducted (See Chapter I). Cer-

tain facets of the various schools of thought were examined and several

criticisms of previous works, both in organizational theory and in the so-

ciology of education, were made. From explorations into these two areas

of research, certain ideas were developed concerning the relationships of

the task structure of schools, the task structure of individuals in schools,

and the allocation of power. These relationships, specified in Chapter

II, were framed in three statements:

(1) there will be a correlation between the ranks of individuals on

certain factors and their ranks on independent measures of authority, in-

fluence and esteem,

(2) the factors that correlate with the three power types will differ

according to the power types, and

(3) the relationships indicated in the above statement will result

in higher correlations between certain factors and different power types

(p ( 05) in Multiunit Schools than in traditional schools, even though

the factors may be the same.

The purpose of this section is to test these statements with the data

collected by the Attributes Projects. Before discussing the results, a

brief review of the questions used to test these statements would be use-

ful. In addition, extensions of the ideas concerning the relationship be-

tween task structure and power allocation can be made.

The Questions Concerning Power

In order to estimate who the powerful people in the schools were and
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to estimate the source of their power, three questions were asked. These

questions are discussed in Chapter II (pp. 31-32), and the actual ques-

tions are found in Appendix A (Questions 2, 3, and 4).

Questions 3 and 4, dealing with influence and esteem respectively,

were analyzed by simply counting the nominations and then rank ordering

the people nominated by the number of times they were named. This is a

variation of the reputational approach so often used in community power

structure studies. The only difference is that by asking two questionsv

estim*tes of two power types can be obtained.

Question 2 (Appendix A), concerning authority, follows the same gen-

eral pattern, but has the additional benefit of being able to estimate

levels of authority. To obtain an authority score on this question the

nominations were given a rank according to their category on each of the

five items. Note that there are no nominations of others--only self nomi-

nations--for answer A on any of the items. In this case, the respondents

were given a score of 1 for that item if they circled A. The people nomi-

nated in items B-E were given a score of 2, 3, 41 or 5, respectively. For

instance, if the respondent circled B, then the people listed were given

a score of 2; if the respondent circled C, then the people named were

given a score of 3, and so on. These scores were then totaled by item.

The authority question deals with five items of a very broad nature:

(1) choice of teaching methods used in the classroom, (2) scope and se-

quence of subject matter content, (3) choice of instructional materials

other than textbooks, (4) pupil promotion, and (5) scheduling daily class-

room activities. Because these decision-making areas cover a wide range

of activity, a decision was made that the average score of a person on
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these five areas provided an estimate of his authority in the school.

Each person's score on the five items was totaled and divided by the num-

ber of items. A score was assigned to each person and then the person was

ranked according to the score. The test of the relationship between task

structure and the allocation of power was then determined by computing a

rank order correlation between the rank order of people on these three

questions and a rank order of people by factor score on each of the fac-

tors.

Additional Considerations on the RelationshipA22211 Structure and Power

Allocation

After the factor solution had been obtained, there were two addi-

tional statements that could be made about the expected results of corre-

lating task structure and the allocation of power. These statements de-

lineate more specifioaUy the types of relationship expected.

(1) Power will not be highly correlated with those factors that have

a high average factor score. Since power is based on the control of re-

sources, it should be associated with those factors where there is a low

average score. This assumes, of course, that all factors have equal im-

portance in the school and that on some factors fewer school personnel are

involved, thereby giving them control over an area of school 114:e. Con-

versely, when the factor score is high, then that factor can be assumed

to be shared by more of the school personnel., thereby reducing the amount

of control that an individual(s) could obtain from it.

(2) Authority should remain more closely tied to the official title

than influence and esteem, since authority is normally assigned to an of-

ficial title in a formal organization. Great care should be taken in an-
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alyzing this statement, however, because it has already been demonstrated

that the official ti'le is not necessarily associated with a particular

task structure (See Tables 6 and 7, pp. 60 and 61, respectively).

These two statements and the questions concerning power raised in

Chapter II of this report are examined below.

The FillIkEEM192221

In terms of the statements relating task structure and power made in

Chapters I and II and at the beginning of this section, the findings of

this study are, generally speaking, inconclusive. Table 8, on the follow-

ing page, shows the rank order correlations between the task factors and

the independent measures of influence, esteem, and authority, by school.

Examination of this table will indicate why the findings are inconclusive

in terms of the original hypotheses. In the following paragraphs, each

school will be examined in turn. In each school, besides a general de-

scription of the data for that school, five topic concerning the task

structure and power allocation will be discussed. These topics corres-

pond to the three original statements and two additional statements con-

cerning the types of relationships expected between the task factors and

the scores on authority, influence, and esteem. These topics will be dis-

cussed for each school in the following order:

(1) that certain factors correlate with the three power types,

(2) that the factors that correlate with power types will differ ac-

cording to power types,

(3) that the correlations between power types and the task factors

will be higher in Multiunit Schools than in traditional schools,
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(4) that influence, authority, and esteem will not correlate posi-

tively with factors that have a high average factor scores and

(5) authority will remain more closely associated with official posi-

tion than influence and esteem.

After each of the schools has been discussed, a summary of all schools

will be made,

Washington School has only one statistically significant correlation.

Esteem is rank order correlated with the administrator factor (.28; p

.05). Although the factor that correlates highest with influence is also

the administrator factor (.17), the factor that correlates highest with

authority is class-oriented teacher. All of the correlations are too low

to provide confirmation of any of the expected relationships. It should

be noted that influence and esteem are negatively correlated to the extra

school activity factor. In terms of the five topics listed above, the

Washington School data indicate the following relationships:

(1) There are no significant correlations between the three power

types and the six task factors.

(2) The highest correlations for influence and esteem are with the

administrator factor, but the authority scores correlate highest with

class-oriented teacher,

(3) The hypothesis that the correlations in the Multiunit Schools

will be significantly higher than the control schools is not confirmed.

(4) If a comparison is made with Table 4 (p. 52), influence and es-

teem have the highest correlation with the factor that has the second

highest average factor score, and authority is correlated with the factor

that has the third highest factor score. The expectation that the power
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types would not correlate with factors that have a high average factor

score i3 not confirmed.

(5) If a comparison is made with Tables 6 and 7 (pp. 60-61), it can

be seen that the factor on which principals score highest is the factor

that correlates highest with authority. The same score is third highest

for the unit leaders and second highest. for the teachers. Influence and

esteem correlate highest with the factor that is the principal's fifth

highest score. The expectation that authority will be most closely tied

to official position is confirmed.

Adams School has higher correlations between the three power types

and the six task factors, but none of the correlations are very large.

The rank order correlations between authority and the administrator fac-

tor and between esteem and the child-oriented teacher are statistically

significant (p ( .05). Adams School relates to the five topics in the

following way:

(1) While the correlations are more statistically significant, they

still are not high enough to support the conclusion of a firm relationship

between the task factors and authority, influence, or esteem.

(2) Influence and esteem correlate highest with the same factor

(child-oriented teacher), but authority correlates high with the adminis-

trator factor.

(3) Since the highest correlations in Adams School are larger than

the ones in Washington School, the expectation that Multiunit Schools will

score higher than traditional schools is not confirmed.

(4) In comparing Adams School correlations with its average factor

score per factor in Table 4, influence and esteem correlate with the fac-
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for with the second highest average score, authority correlates with the

factor with the next to lowest average factor score. The expectation that

the power types will not correlate with the factor with higher average

scores is partially confirmed.

(5) In comparing the Adams School scores on Tables 6, 7, and 8, it

can be seen that the principal scores highest on the administrator fac-

tor, which also correlates highest with authority. Teachers score low on

the administrator factor. On the other hand, the principal scores low on

the child-oriented teacher factor, which correlates highest with influ-

ence and esteem. The teacher's average factor score on this factor is

the second highest. The expectation that authority will be more closely

associated wita official title is confirmed.

In Jefferson School, the planner factor correlates highest with all

three rawer types. In this school, as with the others, the factors do

not correlate at a statistically signficant level. Jefferson School re-

lates to the five topics in the following manner:

(1) Since only the correlation between the planner factor and esteem

is statistically significant, there can be no firm conclusion concerning

the relationship between the task factor and the power types.

(2) Since all three power types correlate highest with the same fac-

tor, the expectations that the power types will correlate with different

factors is not confirmed.

(3) Since the correlations between task factors and power types are

not significant, expectation three is not confirmed.

(4) The expectation that the power types will not correlate with the

task factors with the highest average factor scores is confirmed. Com-
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parison of Tables 4 and 8 for Jefferson School indicate that the planner

factor has the fourth highest average factor score and correlates with all

three power types. This confirms the expectation that power will not be

associated with the factors with higher average factor scores.

(5) The principal scores positively on the planner factor and the

teachers score negatively. This planner factor, as already indicated, cor-

relates highest with authority. This confirms the expectation that auth-

ority will remain associated with the official title. Both influence and

esteem, in this case, are in this direction.

Madison School also has one factor that correlates highest with two

of the power types. The child-oriented teacher factor scores highest with

influence and esteem. The authority correlations are all so low that none

will be considered. Madison School relates to the five topics in this

manner:

(1) None of the correlations are high enough to come to a firm con-

elusion about the relationship between task structure and power alloca-

Lion.

(2) Influence and esteem are correlated with the child-oriented tea-

cher factor. This does not confirm the expectation that the power types

will be correlated with different factors.

(3) The correlations between the power types and the factors are es-

sentially as high as in the Multiunit Schools. This does not confirm the

expectation that the correlations will be higher in the Multiunit Schools.

(4) Comparing Madison School on Tables 4 and 8, influence and esteem

are correlated highest with the child-oriented teacher factor and this

factor has the lowest average factor score of all the factors. This con-
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firms the expectation that the power types will not correlate with those

factors with higher task scores.

(5) Authority did not correlate sufficiently with any factor to es-

timate this relationship.

Lincoln School, like Jefferson, has one factor that has the highest

correlation with only one factor. However, in this case, the task factor

is the administrator factor, Also, the correlation of authority to the

administrator factor is too low to be considered even directional. Lin-

coln School relates to the five topics in the following manner:

(1) None of the correlations are high enough to support the conclu-

sion that the task structure and the allocation of power are related.

(2) Influence and esteem correlate highest with the same factor.

This does not confirm the expectation that the power types will be corre-

lated to the same factors.

(3) The correlations between the task factors and the power types

are not statistically significant and the expectation that these corre-

lations would be higher in Multiunit Schools is not confirmed.

(4) By comparing Tables 4 and 8 for Lincoln School, it can be seen

that influence and esteem are related to the factor with the second high-

est average factor score. This does not confirm the expectation that the

power types will be associated with the factors with low factor scores.

(5) There was not a sufficient correlation between authority and one

of the task factors to test the expectation that authority would be as-

sociated with the official title.

Kennedy School has a higher rank order correlation than any of the

six schools. There is a statistically significant correlation between
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class-oriented teacher and influence and esteem and between planner and

authority. It relates to the five topics in this way:

(1) There is a large enough correlation between the task factors and

the power variables in this school to confirm the relationship of the task

structure and power allocation.

(2) Influence and esteem are correlated highest with the same fac-

tor. This does not confirm the expectation.

(3) The rank order correlations between the power types and task fac-

tors were all significant. Since this was a traditional school, however,

the expectation that the Multiunit Schools would yield higher correla-

tions was not confirmed.

(4) Influence and esteem were correlated with the child-oriented tea-

cher which has the next to the lowest average factor score. Authority is

correlated to planner which also has a fairly low average factor score.

This confirms the expectation that power will not be related to those

factors with a high factor loading.

(5) Comparing Tables 6, 7, and 8 for Kennedy School, authority is

related to the third highest factor score for the Kennedy principal, and

influence and esteem are related to the lowest factor score for the prin-

cipal. The average factor scores for teachers on those factors related

to power types are fairly low. This does not lead to a firm conclusion

regarding the expectation that authority will remain associated with of-

ficial title.

Now that the findings have been reported by school, some general
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stated in Chapter II, this was primarily a report based on six case stu-

dies, most of the analysis of all schools will have to be general remarks

made about what seems to be the case, rather than a more specific analy-

sis of the six schools taken together.

There is no conclusive evidence that there is a consistent relation-

ship between the task structure and the allocation of power in schools.

In every school but one, esteem seemed to be more closely related to task

structure than the other two power types. This means that the correla-

tions between esteem and the task factors were higher and were statistic-

ally significant (p < .05). The correlations between esteem and the task

factors were not as high as expected, and even though they are statistic-

ally significant, these correlations should be considered as directional

only, rather than as conclusive evidence.

In addition, there was a statistically significant relationship be-

tween influence and the task factors in two schools, and between authori-

ty and the task factors in two schools. Again, these can be taken as di-

rectional indicators rather than as conclusive evidence.

At this point, it should be noted that while the correlations are

not sufficient to confirm the relationship, the evidence does warrant

further explorations into the possible ties between the task structure

and the allocation of power. The reasons for this will be more fully ex-

plained in the next section of this chapter and, in Chapter VI. In addi-

tion to those arguments, however, an analysis of the other questions

raised concerning the task structure and the allocation of power yiplded

some interesting results, and these results suggest the need for further
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cussed, but it should be remembered that the relationships suggested are

based on less than conclusive evidence.

One of the supportive arguments is that the second expectation, that

the power types would correlate with different factors, was not confirmed.

Considering only the highest rank order correlation between the task fac-

tors and the power types, influence and authority correlated highest with

the same factor without exception. This becomes a more meaningful find-

ing when it is remembered that the correlation between esteem and the task

structure was the strongest of the three power types. This suggests that

there may be some relationship between esteem and influence that may af-

fect the findings of this study.

Authority correlates highest with the same factor as esteem and in-

fluence in only one school. In two other schools, the highest positive

correlation between the task factor and authority was too low to consider

as indicative of anything. In the three remaining schools, it did not

correlate on the same factor as the other power types.

The third expectation, that the Multiunit Schools would have higher

correlations between task factors and power scores, was not confirmed as

no differences can be seen in the correlations in the two types of schools.

The difference was expected because it was felt that the Multiunit Schools

were more bureaucratic than the traditional schools. Given these data, the

question cannot be discussed further.

The fourth expectation, that the power types will not correlate with

factors which have a high average factor score for a school, was confirmed

in four out of six schools. This suggests that the power variables are
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related to those task areas where fewer people are involved in the task

area. If this were the case, a finer distinction in task areas than was

possible in this study may have to be made to fully test the relation-

ships expected. This will be more fully discussed in the concluding sec-

tion.

The fifth and final expectation, that authority would remain more

closely associated to official title than influence and esteem, was con-

firmed in three of the six schools and suggested in a fourth. The corre-

lations of authority to the task factors were not high enough in two

schools to test the question. It is the case that the task factor on

which the principal scores highest is also the factor that has the high

correlation with authority, but the principals score high on different

factors.

These represent the basic finding'i concerning the relationship be-

tween task structure and power allocation in the six schools. In the fol-

lowing section, the conclusions and implications that can be drawn from

these findings will be discussed.

apilications and Conclusion

The usual course of action that a social researcher would take at

this point, given the findings in the previous section, would be to sug-

gest further research. That is appropriate in this case, but it is not

a suggestion that can be made lightly. The fact is that the expected re-

sults were not conclusively supported. In order to suggest further re-

search, reasons must be given for the lack of proof of expected results

and why further research could possibly yield those expected results.
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These reasons will be briefly discussed in this section and expanded in

Chapter VI.

There are three basic reasons why further research should be attemp-

ted: (1) the direction suggested by the results of the data analysis,

(2) the problems that may be inherent in the data collection technique,

and (3) theoretical indications that the unit of analysis may be poorly

chosen. In addition to these reasons which are closely connected to the

present study, there are two others that have to do with more theoretical

and applied considerations. These are: (4) the long tradition of organi-

zational theory and research that first led to the postulates, and (5)

the implications of such research for both organizational ileory and the

sociology of education.

While most of the correlations between the task factors and power

scores were not high, the analysis of the highest correlations in each

school did show some direction. (a) Influence and esteem seem to be re-

lated to the same task factor in each school, indicating that there may

be some interaction effect among the two. This being the case, the rela-

tionship of either one to the task factors would be effected by the other.

Better m thods of estimating esteem and influence should be developed be-

fore this line of research is abandoned. (b) Those task factors that cor-

related highest with the power types were not, generally speaking, the

factors where the average factor score per school was high. This follows

a general line of reasoning concerning power that is found in references

to organizational arrangement from Weber's work in bureaucracy (1923) to

Thompson's Organization in Action (1967:138-142). Much of this theory

suggests that power is centered into positions that are not prevalent in
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the organization. This is similar to the notion that power is related

to scarcity of resources of some sort. The fact that this relationship

is supported by the data suggests further research. (c) Finally, the

notion that authority seems to be more closely related to the official

title than influence and esteem is supportive of the theoretical argument

that authority is "an organizational variable," while influence and esteem

are not (Dubin, 1968).

All of these findings support the idea that additional research in

the area of task structure and power allocation should be done. In addi-

tion to the findings from the study, the manner in which the data were

collected may also have something to do with the results being less than

expected. The question on the task individuals performed (See Chapter

III, pp. 38-43), was not sufficiently specific enough to allow for a com-

plete analysis of the type reported here. Since the three types of infor-

mation needed on each task (the verb, indirect object, direct object) were

not available for each task, the task categories (See Chart 1, Chapter III),

were too broad to allow for determining the tasks that few people in the

organization do (See b above). Further research with a refined task ques-

tion is suggested.

The theory on which this research is based (Thompson's concept of

bounded rationality--See Chapter I), suggests that the wrong unit of analy-

sis may have been chosen. While there was no way of anticipating this be-

fore the analysis of these data, it may be that the school has so little

control over its own goals, resources, and technology, that to consider

it the organizational base is impractical (See Thompson, 1967:Chapters

III and IV). Perhaps the school district would be a better unit of
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analysis.

Another theoretical reason for additional research is that the long

history of organizational research indicates that such relationships as

the one between te,k structure and allocation of power should hold. That

this relationship does not hold in this study, given the above comments,

indicates that additional tests should be done before abandoning the area

Finally, the implications of such research for both organizational

theory and for education are too important. If the organizational ar-

rangements do relate to the allocation of power, then explanation of this

relatioaship is important for both theoretical and policy development.

In Chapter VI, these arguments will be expanded. The next chapter

provides additional data on the effects of differential task structure in

the six schools. After these relationships, between task structure and

satisfaction, have been examined, a general statement concerning this

research will be made.



CHAPTER V

THE RELATICNSHIP OF THE TASK STRUCTURE TO JOB SATISFACTION
AND PERCEPTIONS OF REWARDS

In the previous chapter, relationships between task structure and

some other structural variables were examined. This chapter will explore

some of the relationships between the task structure of the individual

and the satisfaction that he feels in being a member of the organization.

Previous Research

For some time researchers have been interested in the relationship

of organizational variables to the job satisfaction of the worker. As

was noted in Chapter I, the Human Relations School pioneered in studies

of the "humanness" of the worker. As Etzioni (1964) points out, an early

conclusion of these researchers was that the most efficient division of

labor may not be the most effective, and that "the social capabilities"

of the worker, as well as his physical capabilities, must be determined.

These studies resulted in a series of studies, some of them very recent,

that began to explore the "social psychology of organizations" (Katz and

Kahn, 1965). In general, these studies have tried to establish the so-

cial motivations men have toward the work they do.

Central to this research were contributions by Herzberg (1964),

Katz and Kahn (1965), and Hage and Aiken (1967). In these works the

types of activities and structural arrangements that might affect the

satisfaction of the worker were studied. Preceding these reports and
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ship (White and Lippitt, 1960), group cohesiveness and production (Schach-

ter and others, 1960), and group cohesiveness and hostility (Pepitone and

Reichling, 1960), were published. For the most part, these studies dealt

with various types of organizational arrangements and how they affected

the satisfaction of individuals in the organization.

Another group of studies took a more psychoanalytic view of the pro-

blems facing the organization. The underlying argument in this type of

study (that frustrations and hostilities are increased in an unpleasant

atmosphere of organizations) also finds its roots in the studies of

Lewin and others. The difference between the psychoanalytic group and

the group dynamics approaches to satisfaction in organizations is subtle,

and focuses on the manner in which dissatisfaction is alleviated. The

group dynamics approach actually tries to alter the group by making it

structurally possible to alleviate fears, repressions, hostilities, etc.,

within the organization. The psychoanalytic approach attempts to alter

the individual to make it possible for him to deal with hostility, re-

pression, etc., within the organization. Studies of both these types were

prevalent in the 1940's and 1950's.

More recent research has tended to move in the direction of the

group dynamics approach. The development of T groups, sensitivity groups,

and various other group dynamics techniques tends to substantiate this

point. In fact, a number of large training programs concerned primarily

with schools and school aystems have been developed. The question of the

relationship between organizational efficiency and worker satisfaction

has therefore been of considerable interest during the years since the
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original studies mentioned above were conducted.

Critical Remarks Concerning Worker Satisfaction

Despite this growing interest, certain critical questions are still

left unanswered. While there have been attempts to understand the worker's

satisfaction or dissatisfaction in terms of the job he does, studies have

taken only two main approaches.

(1) Many studies attempt to understand worker satisfaction in terms

of the official titles of the worker. For instance, the researcher will

ask if teachers in a given school are satisfied. As was discussed in

Chapters I and IV, this does not lead to an understanding of worker sa-

tisfaction in any specific sense. The average satisfaction score of a

school or any other organization does not take into consideration the vari-

ous types of activity that may be done by people with the same official

title. For example, from the perspective developed thus far in this dis-

sertation the important question would be,' which task factor seems to cor-

relate with the highest satisfaction scores- -i.e., which set of tasks,

arranged in a certain way, makes people feel greater satisfaction. This

is much more specific than the official title approach.

(2) The second approach often taken in attempting to fathom worker

satisfaction is to try to develop a measure of those types of jobs that

interfere with satisfaction to the greatest extent. This seems to be a

rather fruitless task in the sense that the job, no matter how unsatis-

fying, cannot generally be avoidld by the organization. The more impor-

tant question is what the structural relationship between the tasks done

by various organization members may be, and which of these structural ar-
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rangements seems to produce the greatest satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

In the following paragraphs, using the task factors developed in

Chapter 1119 an examination of the relationship between task structure

and satisfaction will be conducted. The next section is a brief review

of the questions used to measure job satisfaction and its corellary9 per-

ceptions of rewards,

The Questions Concerning Satisfaction

There are two sets of questions that are used to explore the rela-

tionship between task structure and worker satisfaction. The questions

focus on (1) teacher satisfaction with the present teaching situation (in

terms of both instrumental and expressive satisfaction)9 and (2) teacher

perceptions of certain types of behavior as being either rewarding (ap-

proved) or non-rewarding (disapproved). The questions on rewards deal

both with the approval of administrators and the approval of teachers,

These questions are found in Appendix A.

The question of job satisfaction is arranged in a Likert-type scale.

School personnel chose on a four point scale whether they were satisfied

or dissatisfied with the ten elements of school life represented by the

ten items. Items 19 29 59 69 79 and 1.0 represent instrumental or work

related satisfaction9 while 39 49 89 and 9 represent expressive satis-

faction or satisfaction with personal relationships. This approach to

job satisfaction follows the work of Herzberg (1964) and Hage and Aiken

(1967)9 who see satisfaction as bi-dimensional rather than uni-dimen

sional.

A Likert-type scale was used on the questions concerning the percep-
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tions of rewards. The respondents were asked to select one of five re-

sponses, indicating the extent to which administrators or fellow teachers

would approve or disapprove of an "open inquiry" orientation. The ques-

tion developed and used by the Attributes Projects contained thirteen

items, but only seven of those items were used for this research. The

seven items were positively stated, open inquiry oriented questions. When

the respondent circled an approve answer it meant that he perceived open

inquiry as being rewarded. The six items that were dropped from this

question were positively stated toward a "closed inquiry" orientation.

There is a reason why only open inquiry questions were used. The

questions represent an estimate of how much each person, especially each

teacher, feels that he has control over his own activity. The obverse of

this indicates a more rigid school, where the teacher is bound by a more

"formal" system. Thus, these seven items give us an estimate of whether

personnel perceive that creative, involved education is rewarded, or whe-

ther "playing the system" is perceived to be rewarded.

In the following section, the relationship between the task structure

and job satisfaction will be examined. Next, the task structure-percep-

tions of rewards relationship will be discussed.

Task Structure and job Satisfactiong The Findin s

Table 99 on the following page, shows the rank order correlations

between the task factors and scores on both instrumental and expressive

satisfaction. As in the case of the correlations between task factors

and the power variables, the correlations between work satisfaction and

the task factors are not as high as expected. There are, however, some
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Table 9g Rank Order Correlations (Kendall's Tau) for Task
Structure and Job Satisfaction, by School

---11111111111111111r

Adams
Inst. Exp.

Madison
Inst. Exp.

Administrator -006 -.04 -.19 -.12

Child-Oriented Teacher .21 .28* -010 -.21

Class-Oriented Teacher .01 -.21 .22 .10

Planner -.01 .06 013 .12

Supervisor .09 .05 .15 .09

Extra School Activity -.20 -.07 .01 .17

Kennedy
Inst. Exp.

.04 -.17

.01 .32*

.24 .34*

-.08 -.05

.04 .08

-.28 -.03

p < .05

ItYammaDmon
=1.1mrameamomoramorammafflosr

interesting observations that oi.An be made concerning job satisfaction.

In the following paragraphs a few observations concerning each of the six

schools will be made.

In. Washington School9 the task factor that correlates highest with

instrumental (work related) satisfaction is the administrator factor; the

p------1111111111111111111111111111111111r*

i.An be made concerning job satisfaction.

In the following paragraphs a few observations concerning each of the six

schools will be made.

In. Washington School9 the task factor that correlates highest with

instrumental (work related) satisfaction is the administrator factor; the
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planner factor correlates highest with the expressive factor. The admi-

nistrator factor has the second highest average factor score for Washing-

ton School, while the planner factor has the lowest average factor score.

Note that the highest correlation between instrumental satisfaction and

the factors is also the highest correlation between the task factors and

influence and esteem. The highest correlation between expressive satis-

faction and the task factor (planner factor) does not seem to be related

to any of the power variables or the average task scores for the school.

Adams School represents a situation in which both of the satisfaction

scores are correlated highest with the same task factor--child-oriented

teacher. It is also the case that the child-oriented teacher factor is

correlated highest with influence and esteem. There seems to be no rela-

tionship between authority and the highest average factor score in Adams

School.

In Jefferson School, the same task factor--the planner factor--cor-

relates highest with both instrumental and expressive satisfaction. The

planner factor also correlates highest with all three of the power vari-

ables. There does not appear to be any notable relationship between the

average factor score for the school and the planner factor.

Madison School is entirely different. Instrumental satisfaction is

correlated highest with the class-oriented teacher factor, while expres-

sive satisfaction is correlated with the extra school activity factor.

Neither of these factors seems related to the power variables nor to the

highest or lowest average factor scores for the school.

Lincoln School does not have any correlation between the task fac-

tors and satisfaction to even suggest direction. This school will not be
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taken into consideration in this section.

Keni.zied School has a different situation from all the other schools.

The highest correlation between the task factor and instrumental satisfac-

tion is with the class-oriented teacher factor. Expressive satisfaction

is correlated fairly high with two factors; both the child-oriented tea-

cher factor and class-oriented teacher factor correlate about equally.

Note that one factor, class-oriented teacher, correlates high.with both

expressive and instrumental satisfaction. This factor also correlates

highest with the power variables, influence and esteem. Authority and

the average factor score for the school do not seem to be related to sa-

tisfaction,

As can be seen from examiting Table 9 and the above comments, a con-

sistent relationship of expressive and instrumental satisfaction to the

task structure cannot be substantiated by the data. As with the power

variables, an analysis of the highest correlation between task structure

and the satisfaction scores does yield some interesting directions that

might be explored in greater detail and with better instruments.

(1) In four of five schools,' the task factor that correlated high-

est with instrumental satisfaction also correlated highest with the in-

fluence and esteem power variables. Farther research might prove useful

concerning this relationship.

(2) In three out of the five schools, the task factor that correla-

ted highest with expressive satisfaction also correlated highest with in-

1Since the correlations between satisfaction and task structure for
Lincoln School did not yield high results, it was dropped from considera-
tion of this question.
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fluence and esteem. Given the relationship between influence and esteem

discussed in Chapter IV, further research concerning the relationship of

non-authoritative power to both types of satisfactions might prove useful.

(3) Since most of the correlations are fairly low, perhaps it might

be best to consider other variables as ones that link directly to the in-

strumental and expressive types of satisfaction. Satisfaction is an es-

timation by the respondents of their personal feelings about how well they

are operating in the system. A study of such a variable might require

analysis from a completely different perspective. In Chapter I, the con-

cepts of person-centered analysis and system-centered analysis developed

by Bates (1960) were mentioned. In the analysis of the relationship be-

tween task structure and the power variables, the analysis was more con-

cerned with a system. It could well be that person-centered analysis would

be more relevant to the analysis of satisfaction than the system-centered

approach.

In this section of the report, the relationship of the respondent's

estimate of his own satisfaction to the task structure has been discussed.

In the next section the relationship between the task structure and the

respondent's estimate of those actions for which others will reward him

will be examined.

Task Structure and Perceptions of Rewards

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the analysis of the percep-

tions of rewards attempts to discover perceptions of which types of be-

havior are rewarded by school personnel (See Appendix A, Questions 6 and

7). Table 10 shows the rank order correlations between the rewards for



Table 10: Rank Order Correlations (Kehdall's Tau) on Task
Structure and Perceptions of Rewards
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0.1111111MONIIIIIIINVO=M=.

Washington Jefferson Lincoln
AR TR AR TR

Administrator .00 -.09 .06 -.21

Child-Oriented Teacher -.05 .02 .04 .21

Class-Oriented Teacher .34* -.10 -.06 .4o*

Planner .25 .09 .11 -.19

Supervisor -.17 -.09 -.13 -.04

Extra School Activity -.02 -.05 -.28 -.14

Adams
AR TR

Administrator .09 -.05

Child-Oriented Teacher -.20 .01

Class-Oriented Teacher -.02 -.15

Planner -.17 .05

Supervisor -.16 -.12

Extra School Activity .02 .02

AR TR

-.09 .12

-.18 .13

-.12 -.09

-.23 -.15

.03 .21

.23 -.04

Madison Kennedy
AR TR

-.15 .37*

-.18 -.13

.07 -.10

.06 -.02

-.32* .01

.07 .19

AR TR

.22 .07

-.14 -.26

-.03 .09

-.05 -.11

.11 .12

-.23 -.19

*13 < w05

open inquiry orientation and the task structure. In the following para-

graphs, perceptions of rewards by administrators and fellow teachers are

discussed.

In Washington School, the class-oriented teacher factor had the high-

est correlation with administrator rewards. It is interesting to note
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that this factor also had the highest correlation with the authority scores,

and the principal's highest factor score (Table 6) was also on this factor.

In this instance, there seems to be some relationship between the princi-

pal's task orientation and how school personnel perceive administrator

rewards. From discussions with the principal during the data collection

process, it was obvious that he favored an open inquiry orientation.

There was not a correlation between teacher rewards and the task

factors that was sufficiently high to indicate direction.

Adams School did not have a correlation between the task factors and

administrator or teacher rewards that was sufficiently high to indicate

direction.

Jefferson School presents the strongest evidence of a relationship'

between perceptions of rewards and task structure. The highest correla-

tion between administrator rewards and the task factors was with the extra

school activity factor. The principal's score on this factor was also

high. In addition, the highest correlation between teacher rewards and

the task factors was with class-oriented teacher. Teachers rated highest

on the class-oriented teacher factor (Table 7) in Jefferson School. This

suggests that administrator approval of open inquiry will be perceived to

be greatest by the people that score high on the same factor as he does.

Also, the teacher approval of open inquiry is perceived to be greatest by

the teachers who score high on the factor that represents the largest num-

ber of teachers.

Madison School does not have a correlation between the task factors

and administrative rewards that is sufficient to suggest a positive rela-

tionship between task structure and perceptions of rewards. There is a
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fairly high negative correlation between the supervisor task factor and

administrative rewards. Interestingly, the supervisor factor has the

highest average factor score in the school. Thus, administrative per-

sonnel are not perceived as rewarding the task factor on which the tea-

chers, on the average, score highest. As Table 8 indicated, the adminis-

trative factor in this school is negatively correlated with all three power

types.

The relationship between the task factors and teacher rewards is also

different in Madison School. The teachers report that the administrative

factor correlates highest with the perceptions of rewards. This indicates

that administrators would seem to approve of open inquiry in the school.

The fact that the school actually has its highest average score on super-

vision of pupils (Table 4) further suggests the lack of power by the ad-

ministrators.

Lincoln School follows the same general pattern as Washington. The

highest correlation between the perceptions of administrator rewards and

the task structures is with the extra school activity factor, which is

also the factor on which the principal scores highest. The teacher re-

ward factor seems to correlate highest with supervisor.

In Kenner& School, the highest correlation is between the adminis-

trator task factor and administrative rewards, but there is no correlation

between the task factors and the perceptions of rewards by teachers that

is high enough to suggest direction.

In summary, there were not enough correlations of sufficient strength

to allow for even directional evidence concerning a relationship between

the perceptions of approval for open inquiry or closed inquiry instruc-
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tion (as would be indicated by negative correlations). There were only

three schools where such directions could have been found for both tea-

cher and administrator rewards, and no discernable pattern was found in

those schools. The conclusion must be reached that the perceptions of

rewards can be better understood by looking at other dimensions.

Summary,

In this chapter, an examination of the relationship between job sa-

tisfaction and perceptions of rewards and task structure has been made.

The following statements give a summary of the basic findings.

(1) There is no conclusive evidence of a consistent and positive re-

lationship between task structure and job satisfaction.

(2) There is some evidence that there might be a relationship between

non-authoritative types of power (influence and esteem) and both instru-

mental and expressive types of satisfaction. Further research on the re-

lationship of task structure, influence, esteem, and job satisfaction

should prove useful.

(3) Since all of the correlations between task structure and job sa-

tisfaction are low, other perspectives might be more useful in studying

possible causal relationships.

(4) No significant relationship exists between task structure and

perceptions of administrative and teacher approval of an open inquiry ori-

entation. It is suggested that other perspectives be used in attempting

to understand reward perceptions.

Unlike the conclusions reached in Chapter IV, it is not possible, on

the basis of the directions found in these data, to suggest that further
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research be conducted concerning the relations of job satisfaction and

perceptions of rewards to the task structure. Perhaps further refinement

of the task question will lead to a reappraisal of this conclusion.

In the following chapter, a general summary of the entire study will

be given. In addition, suggested changes in the questions for possible

research in the future will be discussed, and the implications of the

present research will be reviewed.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was developed to explore some of the relationships of the

task structure in organizations to the allocation of power, job satisfac-

tion, and thu perceptions of rewards. The data were collected as part of

the Attributes Projects, CASEA. The organizations studied were six elemen-

tary schools in three school districts in a midwestern state. Three of

these schools were "traditional," and the other three were schools using

a new organizational structure--the Multiunit School.

Questionnaires were administered to 132 elementary school personnel.

They were asked to list the main tasks that they performed and to nominate

people in the school that they felt had power of three types -- authority,

influence, and esteem. In addition, the school staffs were given ques-

tions concerning job satisfaction and the types of behavior that they per-

ceived as being rewarded by administrators and teachers. In this chapter,

the findings of the study will be summarized, changes in techniques will

be suggested, and the implications of the present research for both the

sociology of organizations and the sociology of education will be examined.

Summary

After the review of the literature in the first chapter, an organi-

zational perspective was developed using, as a basis, the works of Thomp-

son (1967) and Bates (1960). Organizations are seen as multi-group struc-
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tures attempting to achieve certain goals. The notions of formal and in-

formal systems in organization are not considered useful for the present

research, and the organization is considered as one behavioral system.

Structural relationships exist, not only in the formal and informal sys-

tems, but also between what was formerly considered two systems. In ad-

dition, a relationship between power allocation and task structure exists

in that the exercise of power is a part of the task structure.

In the second chapter the schools were described and the research de-

sign was discussed. A factor analysis of the task listed by teachers was

planned. Once the factors had been extracted and labelled, rank order cor-

relations could be computed between the factor scores of individuals and

the scores of individuals on the power variables, job satisfaction, and

perceptions of rewards. This provides a test for the following expecta-

tions:

(1) There will be a correlation between the ranks of individuals on

certain factors and their ranks on independent measures of authority, in-

fluence and esteem.

(2) The factors that correlate with the three power types will differ

according to power types (authority, influence, or esteem).

(3) The relationships indicated in (2) above will result in higher

correlations (p ( .05) between certain factors and different power types

in Multiunit Schools.

(4) There will be a correlation between individual factor scores on

some factors and scores on the job satisfaction scale.

(5) There will be a correlation between individual factor scores on

some factors and scores on the perceptions of both administrative and tea-
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chers rewards scales.

The factor analysis of the task question produced six factors: ad-

ministrator, child-oriented teacher, class-oriented teacher, planner,

supervisor, and extra school aotivity. These factors represent various

positions held by the personnel in the six schools, and the factor scores

for individuals represents that person's relation to the various positions.

The task structure of the school was represented by the average factor

scores of all school personnel.

The task structures of the Multiunit Schools were compared to the

task structures of the traditional schools. A considerable difference

was found. A rank order correlation (Kendall's Tau) of the average fac-

tor scores for the two types of schools yielded a -.73 correlation. Rank

order correlations between the task factors and the organization variables

mentioned above were then computed. The expected relationships between

the task structure and the allocation of power existed in the data, but

only to a moderate degree. in spite of this, a number of patterns were

discovered that indicated that further research should be undertaken be-

fore a decision is made concerning the viability of the theoretical per-

spective used in this study.

Three basic findings support the need for further research concern-

ing the relationship between task structure and power allocation in or-

ganizations: (a) influence and esteem seem to be related to the same task

factor in the schools, (b) power seems to be located in the same task fac-

tor where fewer people score high, and (c) of the three power, variables,

authority seems to be more closely related to "official title."

Referring to (b) above, it is generally stated in organizational
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theory that power is allocated to those who have control over resources

which are scarce. For example, if math becomes an important subject in

a school, and a teacher who is competent in math is appointed to a curri-

culum committee, then he is likely to have considerable power over the

entire curriculum. While the data in this study are not this specific,

they did show that the power variables correlated highest with the task

factors that have lower average factor scores. In addition, referring to

(c) above, the fact that authority remains more closely associated with

"official titles" supports the long-standing theoretical perspective that

authority is an organizational variable. The source of authority is us-

ually the organizational hierarchy (Dubin, 1968).

These findings support, to some extent, the relationship between the

task structure and power allocation. This is one reason that further, re-

search is suggested. Two other reasons have to do with theoretical argu-

ments, and a third is concerned with the data collection techaque.

The major theoretical reason for suggesting further research is that

the long history of organizational research indicates that the expected

relationship between power allocation and task structure should hold. To

accept the findings of this study as totally inconclusive would undermine

much of the current organizational theory.

Another theoretical reason for continued research is the fact that

the theoretical perspective underlying this study suggests that the unit

of analysis may be ill chosen. While there was little way of knowing this

before the present study, it may be the case that the school has so little

control over its own goals, resources, and technology, that to consider

it as the organizational base is inappropriate. As Thompson (1967) indi-
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cates, organizations must have control over their goals, resources, and

technology in order to maintain their organizational identities. Perhaps

the school district is a more likely organizational base for this type of

research.

Finally, the technique used to collect the data needs to be refined.

Because this report grew out of a larger research project, a perfect fit

between the data and the theoretical perspective could not be expected.

The major problem with the questions used to obtain estimates of the task

structure is that they are not specific enough to get all the information

needed. For instance, in Chapter III, the coding process was shown to

contain three parts: the process (task), the person(s) toward which the

process was directed, and finally the object or idea that was passed from

the first actor to the second. An example of a complete response would

be TEACH MATH PUPILS. Frequently the school personnel would not specify

the task to this extent. The result was that the task categories were

broader than originally intended and perhaps too broad to get at some of

the dimensions essential for understanding both the task structure and its

relationship to power allocation. In the next section of this chapter, a

research plan that reaches these dimensions will be discussed. In gen-

eral, it seems appropriate to recommend that further research be done.

The expectations concerning the relation of the task structure to

job satisfaction and the perceptions of rewards were not realized. Since

no consistent patterns in the correlations could be found, careful recon-

sideration of the expected relationship will have to be completed before

any suggestion of further research along these lines can be made.

This section has discussed the findings of the study and recommended
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that further research be done in determining the relationship between the

task structure and the allocation of power in the organization. The fol-

lowing section is a brief description of suggested changes in the tech-

nique of determining the task structure.

Suggested Changes in the Technique of Determining Task Structure

In order to obtain more satisfactory data for determining the task

structure of the school, two changes are needed in the present question:

(1) a way to insure that the respondent lists the tasks in a complete

form, and (2) a way of relating the task to a particular group or set of

groups in the organization. The following paragraphs briefly discuss

methods of meeting these requirements.

(1) To insure that the respondent lists the task in a complete form

requires only a slight rewording of the question and a different composi-

tion of the answer lines. The question should specify that to completely

list the task will require identification of the process, the receiver of

the action, and the object passed (the verb, thc indirect object, and the

direct object). In addition, the response lines should be broken into

three parts and each column lines labelled appropriately.

It should be noted that this type of response is possible only when

the computer used by the researcher has string process capabilities. To

code the tasks numerically with this degree of specificity would be dif-

ficult and the chance of error greatly increased. This particular form

of coding the task responses was developed to meet the requirements of the

STGPROC string process program system developed by Lewis (1969).

(2) The second problem, identifying the group or set of groups that
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relate to various tasks, is more difficult, and will require that people

be asked to identify the task that they perform in a certain group. This

question is only partially answered in the direct object part of the task

question. The question should be asked in such a way as to include all

the groups that a person might belong to in the organization. For exam-

ple, for research in schools a form of the question dealing with teachers

might include these questions: (a) What classes do you teach? (b) What

tasks do you perform in the classroom? (c) Are different tasks performed

for each class? (d) What extra classroom tasks do you perform that are

student related? (e) Do you have any administrative tasks?

If this type of data could be obtained then the task structure cf

the organization could be completely plotted, and better estimations could

be made of the relationship between the task structure and other organi-

zational variables.

Some Implications

While it is impossible to estimate the possible consequences of re-

search, there are several important implications that stem from the pre-

sent research for both organizational theory and the sociology of educa-

tion.

(1) For organizational theory, the major implication grows out of the

fact that we have developed a tentative method for understanding one of

the basic structural variables--the task structure--and its relationship

to other variables in the organization. In the first chapter, it was noted

that task structure and other concepts related to the division of labor

had become "assumed fact." Much of the research in organizations had been
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based on some assumptions that the task structure and the division of la-

bor have certain effects on other organizational variables. As methods

for this type of research are refined, and these "assumptions" about or-

ganizations can be empirically confirmed or denied, a more general theory

can be developed concerning such things as the relationships between power

and production efficiency and the task structure of the organization and

organizational effectiveness. The consequences for organizational theory

cannot be specified clearly until further research is conducted.

(2) One of the more important implications for the sociology of edu-

cation is a better description of the tasks of school personnel. At this

time, there is no clear understanding of the task structure of the teacher,

principal, aide, etc. Such information would be useful in discovering

the tasks that interfere with or aid school personnel in the performance

of their main function--teaching. In addition, knowledge of the task

structure would be useful in estimating the impact of various innovations

in the school.

(3) Whether or not the task structure is related to power variables

may be important for a clear understanding of such processes as school

desegregation. For example, does the assignment of both white and Negro

teachers to the same school result in a desegregated school, or can the

assignment of black teachers to certain tasks in the school result in a

de facto segregation system2

(4) Finally, a better understanding of the teaching-leevning process

might be possible if the task structure of school personnel and the acti-

vities of children were studied. In this study, six different task fac-

tors were identified. How well do these factors complement the activity
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factors that might be obtained by research on students?

These implications, as well as the findings of this report, lead to

the conclusion that further understanding of the task structure, the di-

vision of labor, and other related concepts is essential.
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APPENDIX A

THE QUESTIONS

1. If you were to write a job description for your present position, you
could approach the matter in various ways. At one extreme, you could
categorize your work very broadly--for example, a teacher could, say he
spends 80 per cent of his time teaching, 10 percent planning, and 10
per cent evaluating. At the other extreme, he could list relatively
minor tasks such as sharpening pencils or moving desks. What we would
like for you to do below is to describe your job at a level in between
these very broad and very specific approaches.

Please think of the main sets of tasks or dimensions of your job. List
these tasks on the lines below.

Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

41MailIC1111M,

Task

Task

Task

=m,A1=11.
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2. This section asks about your participation in making certain decisions.
For each item, select carefully the one, statement that best describes
your part in making the sort of decision indicated; then circle the
letter beside that statement. If you circle B, C, D, or E, please en-
ter also the names and positions of the other persons involved.

Item 1. CHOICE OF TEACHING METHODS USED IN THE CLASSROOM.

A. I choose my own teaching methods without assistance or direc-
tion.

B. The final choice of teaching methods is left to me, but there
are others whose job includes making recommendations or sug-
gestions. Please name the persons who make recommendations
or suggestions.

Name Position

C. Within certain limits I can choose my own teaching methods.
Name other persons involved.

Name. Position

D. As a member of a group or committee I share with others the
job of deciding the teaching methods to be used. Please name
the other persons.

",

Name Position

7.10111

E. I do not choose my own teaching methods. They are laid down
for me by others. Please name the other persons who prescribe
them.

Name Position
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Item 2. SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT.

A. I choose the scope and sequence of subject matter content with-
out assistance or direction.

B. The final choice of scope and sequence of subject matter con-
tent is left to me, but there are others whose job includes
making recommendations or suggestions. Please name the per-
sons who make recommendations or suggestions.

Name Position

C. Within certain limits I can choose the scope and sequence of
subject mater content. Name other persons involved.

Name Position

D. As a member of a group or committee I share with others the
job of deciding scope and sequence of subject matter content.
Please name the other persons.

Name Position

E. I do not choose the scope and sequence of subject matter con-
tent. This is laid down for me by others. Please name the
persons who prescribe them.

Name Position
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Item.2 CHOICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS OTHER THAN TEXTBOOKS (for

example, workbooks, visual aides, etc.)

A. I choose instructional materials for use by my pupils without

assistance or direction.

B. The final choice of instructional materials is left to me, but

there are others whose job includes making recommendations or

suggestions. Please name the persons -who make recommendations

or suggestions.

Name Position

C. Within certoin limits I choose the instructional materials for

use by my pupils. Name the other persons involved.

Name Position

D. As a member of a work group or committee I share with others

the job of choosing the instructional materials used by pupils.

Please name the other persons.

Name Position

E. I do not choose the instructional materials used by my pupils.

These are prescribed by others. Please name the persons who

prescribe them.

Name Position
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Item 4. PUPIL PROMOTION (for example, from grade 2 to grade 3)

A. I decide (without assistance or direction) whether or not one

of my pupils is to be promoted.

B. The final decision on promotion of my pupils rests with me,

but there are others whose job includes making recommendations

or suggestions. Please name the persons who make these rec-

ommendations or suggestions.

Name Position

C. Within certain limits, I decide whether or not one of my pu-

pils is to be promoted. Name other persons involved.

Name Position

IMMEMMINEMINIP

D. As a member of a group or committee I share with others the

responsibility for promoting pupils. Please name the other

persons involved.

Name Position

E. I do not decide whether or riot one of my pupils is to be pro-

moted. Please name the persons who make these decisions.

Name Position
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Item 5. SCHEDULING DAILY CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES.

A. I schedule daily classroom activities without assistance or

direction.

B. The scheduling of daily classroom activities is left to me,
but there are others whose job includes making recommendations
or suggestions. Please name the persons who make recommenda-
tions or suggestions.

Name Position

C. Within certain limits I decide the daily schedule of classroom

activities. 'Fame other persons involved.

Name Position

D. As a member of a group or committee I share with others the

job of scheduling daily classroom activities. Please name the

other persons involved.

Name Position

ila,l117111

E. I do not schedule daily classroom activities. This is done

for me by others. Please name the other persons.

Name Position
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3. If you wanted to receive approval from the faculty of your school for
an idea you were proposing, it would sometimes be helpful to enlist
the support of certain other individuals in your school. Please list
below, by name and position, the individuals whose support for your
ideas would help most in obtaining faculty approval.

Name Position

4. In any school faculty, some individuals generally make suggestions for
the solution of problems that are more useful and reasonable than are
suggestions made by other individuals. Please list below, by name and
position, those individuals in your school whose suggestions you would
expect to be most useful in solving school problems.

Name Position
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5. Please indicate your own feeling of satisfaction regarding the follow-

ing items by circling the letters in the appropriate column below.
Indicate only one response for each item.
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1. the progress you are making toward the HS FS SD HD

goal you set for yourself in your pre-
sent position?

2. the adequacy and fairness of school and HS FS SD HD

school district policies and regulations?

3. the extent to which your efforts and HS FS SD HD

achievements are recognized by others?

4. your personal relationships with adminis- HS FS SD HD

trators and supervisors?

5. the opportunities you have to accept re- HS FS SD HD

sponsibility for your own work or for the
work of others?

6. the ability and willingness of administra- HS FS SD HD

tors and supervisors to give you help when
you need it?

7. the extent to which you are able to see HS FS SD HD

positive results from your efforts?

8. your personal relationships with fellow HS FS SD HD

teachers?

9. your present job when you consider it in HS FS SD HD

light of your career expectations?

10. the availability of pertinent instruc- HS FS SD HD

tional materials and aids?
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6. Administrators in various schools tend to approvre or disapprove of
different kinds of teacher behavior. By circling the letters in the
appropriate columns below, please indicate your best estimate of the
reactions of administrators to the teacher behavior suggested by the
following items.

ADMINISTRATORS WILL:

IF A TEACHER:

1. encourages pupils to discuss contro-
versial topics that are timely.

2. follows only those school policies
that he or she thinks are important.

3. makes frequent suggestions for changes
in school policies.

4. seeks critical appraisal and help from
other teachers.

5. experiments with new teaching tech-
niques.

6. encourages pupils to disagree with
opinions expressed by teachers.
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7. Teachers in various schools tend to approve or disapprove of differ-
ent kinds of teacher behavior. By circling the letters in the appro-
priate column below, please indicate your best estimate of the reac-
tions of most of the teachers in your school to the teacher behavior
suggested by the following items.

MOST TEACHERS IN THIS SCHOOL WILL:

IF A TEACHER:

1. encourages pupils to discuss contro-
versial topics that are timely.

2. follows only those school policies
that he or she thinks are important.

3. makes frequent suggestions for changes
in school policies.

4. seeks critical appraisal and help from
other teachers.

5. experiments with new teaching tech-
piques.

6. encourages pupils to disagree with
opinions expressed by teachers.
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COMPLETE LISTING OF COMPUTER TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF ALL TASKS, SIX SCHOOLS

NOTE: This is a complete listing of the computer transcriptions of the
tasks listed by the school personnel in the six schools. The

Roman numeral denotes a major task category; the capital letter
represents a major subheading; and the Arabic numeral denoted the
tasks listed by the teachers.

I. ATTEND MEETINGS

A. Attend Meetings Others

1. Administrate Merchants X
2. Attend X Meetings
3. Attend Meetings X
4. Attend Meetings Pupils
5. Attend Meetings Respondent
6. Attend Meeting Supervisor
7. Attend Meetings Therapists
8. Attend Professional

Meetings X
9. Attend Workshops X

10. Attend X Respondent
11. Conduct Meetings X
12. Give Reports X
13. Have Conference X
14. Represent School Associ-

ation

B. Attend Meetings Parents- -
Confer /Parents

1. Attend Meetings Parents
2. Attend Meetings Parent/

Teacher
3. Attend Meetings PTA
4. Communicate Observation

Parents
5. Communicate X Parents
6. Communication X Parent/

Teacher
7. Confer Discipline Parents

8. Confer Program Parents
9. Confer X Parents

10. Contact X Parents
11. Have Conference

Parents
12. Make Calls Homes
13. Meet X PTA
14. Meetings Room X
15. Report Calls Home
16. Report Progress

Parents
17. Report X Parents

C. Attend Meetings Staff- -
Confer /Discuss Staff- -

Confer /Discuss Teachers

1. Attend Meeting Faculty
2. Attend Meetings Staff
3. Attend Meetings

Teachers
4. Communicate X Faculty
5. Confer Building Per-

sonnel
6. Confer Curriculum Prin-

cipal
7. Confer Curriculum Unit

Leaders
8. Confer Plans Teachers
9. Confer Pupils Teachers

10. Confer X Respondent
11. Confer X Staff
12. Confer X Teachers
13. Confer X Unit



C. (cont.)

14. Confer X Unit Leaders
151 Confer Visual Aid

Material Interns
16. Confer Work X
17. Cooperate X Staff
18. Discuss Methods X
19. Discuss Plans X
20. Improve Instruction

Committee
21. Meet X Faculty
22. Meeting X Staff
23. Meetings X School
24. Participate Improvement

Committee
25. Sharing Experiences X
26. Suggest Innovations X
27. Work Committee Staff
28. Work X Committees

D. Attend Meetings Unit

1. Acts Member Unit
2. Attend Meetings Unit
3. Attend Meeting Unit 1
4. Conduct Meetings Unit
5. Lead X Unit

E. Communicate -- Public Relations/
Visitors, Outsiders

1. Communicate Education Others
2. Confer Public Relations
3. Confer X Visitors
4. Develop Public Relations
5. Develop Relations Public
6. Discuss X Outsiders
7. Disseminate Information

Outsiders
8. Explain Program Outsiders
9. Show School Visitors

10. Speech X Public
11. Write Information Public

F. Guidance Teacher/Parents

1. Assist X Teachers
2. Consult X Teachers
3. Cooperate X Teachers
4. Discuss News Pupils
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5. Guidance X Parent
6. Guidance X Staff
7. Make Bibliographies

Teachers

II. CLERICAL DUTIES

A. Clerical Duties

1. Answer Telephone X
2. Clerical Duties X
3. Clerical Task X
4. Clerical Units X
5. Clerical X X
6. Collect Aids
7. Collect Money Pupils
8. Complete Forms Re-

spondent
9. Complete Report Re-

spondent
10. File Catalog X
11. File Records Pupils
12. Keep Records X
13. Maintain Records Pupils
14. Make Reports X
15. Mend Books X
16. Organize Card Catalog

X
17. Read Folders Pupils
18. Read Understanding

Pupils
19. Record Grades Pupils
20. Record Growth Pupils
21. Record Progress Indi-

vidual
22. Record Progress X
23. Replace Cards X
24. Report Progress

Parents
25. Report Progress

Pupils
26. Report X X
27. Study Records Pupils
28. Using Machine X

III. DISCIPLINE

A. Discipline

1. Correct Behavior Pupil
2. Discipline Behavior



A. (cont.)

Pupils
3. Discipline X Individual
4. Discipline X Pupils
5. Enforce Discipline X
6. Maintain Discipline Pupils

IV. EVALUATE OTHERS

A. Evaluate Work of Respondent

1. Determine Objectives X
2. Evaluate Curriculum X
3. Evaluate Feedback X
4. Evaluate Goals X
5. Evaluate Innovations

Respondent
6. Evaluate Instruction X
7. Evaluate Instruction

Respondent
8. Evaluate Lesson Respondent
9. Evaluate Lessons X

10. Evaluate Materials X
11. Evaluate Methods Re-

spondent
12. Evaluate Objectives

Respondent
13. Evaluate Plans Respondent
14. Evaluate Program X
15. Evaluate X Respondent
16. Evaluate Results Respondent
17. Evaluate Subjects X
18. Evaluate Success Respondent
19. Evaluate Teaching X
20. Evaluate Teaching Individual
21. Evaluate Teaching Respondent
22. Evaluate Work Respondent
23, Evaluate Work X

B. Evaluate Others

1. Evaluate Lessons Teachers
2. Evaluate Pupils Parents
3. Evaluate Work Interns
4. Evaluate X PTA
5. Evaluate X Staff
6. Evaluate X R&D Staff

Consultants
7. Identify Strengths

Teachers

C. Evaluate Unit

1. Evaluate
Unit

2. Evaluate
Unit 3

3. Evaluate
4. Evaluate
5. Evaluate
6. Evaluate

V. EVALUATE PUPILS
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Curriculum

Curriculum

Lessons Team
Materials Unit
X Team
X Unit

A. Correct Work Students--
Evaluate Pupils - -Test
Pupils

1. Administer Tests Pupils
2. Administer Tests X
3. Assess Needs Pupils
4. Check Papers X
5. Checking Paper X
6. Correct Assignment

Pupils
7. Correct Books X
8. Correct Lessons Pupils
9. Correct Materials

Pupils
10. Correct Papers X
11. Correct Papers Pupils
12. Correct X Paper
13. Correct Work Pupils
14. Correct Work X
15. Design Tests X
16. Determine Needs Pupils
17. Devise Tests Pupils
18. Diagnose X Pupils
19. Diagnose Abilities

Pupils
20. Diagnose NeedPUpils
21. Diagnose Problems In-

dividual
22. Diagnose Problems

Pupils
23. Diagnose Skills Pupils
24. Discover Interest

Pupil
25. Discover Weakness

Pupil
26. Evaluate X X
27. Evaluate X Pupils



A. (cont.)

28. Evaluate Abilities Pupils
29. Evaluate Assignments X
30. Evaluate Capability Pupils
31. Evaluate Learning Pupils
32. Evaluate Lessons X

33. Evaluate Lessons Pupils
34. Evaluate Material Pupils

35. Evaluate Needs Pupil

36. Evaluate Papers Pupils

37. Evaluate Performance Pupil
38. Evaluate Personality Pupil

39. Evaluate Problems Pupils
40. Evaluate Programs Pupil
41. Evaluate Progress X
42. Evaluate Progress Pupils
43. Evaluate Respondent Pupil
44. Evaluate Success Pupil
45. Evaluate Work X
46. Evaluate Work Pupils
47. Follow Progress Pupil
48. Give Tests Pupils
49. Grade Material X
50. Grade Papers Pupils
51. Grade Papers X
52. Grade X Pupils
53. Grade Work Pupils
54. Learn Needs Pupils
55. Locate Problems Pupils
56. Observe X X
57. Observe X Pupils
58. Reevaluate Abilities Pupils
59. Seeking Defects Pupils
60. Sense Needs Pupils
61. Tally Scores X
62. Test Abilities Pupils
63. Test Placement Pupils
64. Test X Pupils
65. Test X X
66. Testing X X
67. Testing Progress X

VI. GROW PROFESSIONALLY

A. Confer with Professionals

1. Communicate X Administration
2. Communication Central Office

Interschool
3. Confer X Consultants
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4. Confer X Educators
5. Confer X Nurse
6. Confer X Specialists
7. Consult District

Consultants
8. Consult X Administra-

tion
9. Liaison R&D Staff

10. Refer X Psychologist
11. Respond Requests Nurse
12. Secure Help Consultant
13. Use X Personnel
14. Work X Professional

B. Grow Professionally Re-
spondent

1. Advance Study X
2. Discover Innovations

Respondent
3. Familiarize Curriculum

Respondent
4. Familiarize Education

Changes Respondent
5. Familiarize Method Re-

spondent
6. Grow Professionally X
7. Grow Professionally

Respondent
8. Improve Methods Re-

spondent
9. Inspect Material X

10. Investigate Curriculum
X

11. Learn Curriculum Re-
spondent

12. Learn Methods X
13. Learn Songs X
14. Professional Reading X
15. Read Books X
16. Read Books Respondent
17. Read Bulletins X
18. Read Curriculum X
19. ReM Manuals X
20. Real Professionally X
21. Read Ilrofessionally

Respondent
22. Read Publication 11?-

spondent
23. Read Texts X
24. Reading Manuals X



B. (cont.)

25. Reading Professional X
26. Reading Professional Re-

spondent
27. Research X X
28. Research Skills Respondent
29. Research Unitization X
30. Review X X
31. Screen Materials X
32. Select Materials X
33. Study Material X
34. Survey Texts X
35. Train Inservice Respondent
36. Work Library X

VII. GUIDANCE

A. Develop Student Abilities--
Guide Pupils- -Aid -Help Pupils--
Motivate- Stimulate

1. Aid X Individual
2. Aid Achievement Pupils
3. Aid Behavior Individuals
4. Aid Initiative Class
5. Aid Interrelations Pupils
6. Assist Learning Center X
7. Assist Problems Pupils
8. Care Health Pupils
9. Confer X Pupils

10. Consult X Pupils
11. Counsel X PUpils
12. Counsel Problems Pupils
13. Develop Awareness Pupils
14. Develop Concept Pupils
15. Develop Ego Pupil
16. Develop Honesty Pupil
17. Develop Interests Pupils
18. Develop Physique Pupils
19. Develop Relations Pupils
20. Develop Resources Pupils
21. Develop Schedule X
22, Develop Self-Control Pupils
23. Develop Self-Image Pupils
24. Discuss X Pupils
25. Discuss Behavior Pupils
26. Discuss Problems Pupils
27. Encourage Reading X
28. Enhance Values Pupils
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29. Explain Directions Pu-
pils

30. Explain Innovations
Pupils

31. Give Therapy Pupils
32. Guidance X Pupils
33. Guidance Activities

Pupils
34. Guidance Ego Pupil
35. Guidance Enrichment

Pupils
36. Guidance Growth Pupils
37. Guide X Pupils
38. Guide Advise Pupils
39. Guide Behavior Pupils
40. Guide Discoveries

Pupils
41. Guide Interest Pupil
42. Guide Progress Pupils
43. Guide Reading Pupils
44. Guide Self-Image X
45. Help Enrichment Pupils
46. Help Needs Pupils
47. Help Problems Pupils
48. Help Remedial Pupils
49. Help Special Pupils
50. Improve Ego Pupil
51. Inspire X Individuals
52. Listen X Pupils
53. Make Learning Fun
54. Motivate Interest

Pupils
55. Motivate Learning

Pupils
56. Motivate Lessons Pupils
57. Motivate Presentation

Pupils
58. Motivate X Pupils
59. Motivation X X
60. Provide Self- Expression

Pupils
61. Reinforce Concepts

Pupils
62. Reinforce Skills Pupils
63. Satisfy Needs Pupil
64. Setting Example Pupils
65. Stimulate Interest

Pupils
66. Study Problems Pupils
67. Work Needs Individual



B. Guide Individuals

1. Aid Development Individuals
2. Counsel. X Individual
3. Encourage Interests

Individuals
4, Guidance X Individual
5. Guide Achievement Individual
6, Help X Individuals
7. Improve Attitude Individual
8. Talk Daily Individual
9. Work Problems Individual

VIII. MANAGE ROOMS

A. Create Atmosphere--Manage Room

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

Create Atmosphere Pupils
Create Atmosphere X
Create Experiences Pupils
Create Interest Pupils
Encourage Interest Pupils
Encourage Reading Pupils
Encourage Reading X
Enrich Subjects Pupils
Enrich X Pupils
Establish Enthusiasm Pupils
Extend Interest Pupils
Inspire Nonlistener Pupils
Inspire X Group
Introduce Enrichment Pupils
Maintain Building X
Manage Rooms X
Management Room X
Provide Atmosphere Pupils
Provide Enrichment Pupils
Provide Needs Individual

IX. PLAN MATERIALS (ALONE)

A. Plan Individual--Plan for
Pupils--Plan Alone

1. Choose Materials X
2. Choose Methods X
3. Clarity Instruction X
4. Coordinate Lessons X
5, Coordinate Materials X
6, Decide Materials Individual
7. Design Methods X
8. Innovate Strategies X
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9. Locate Materials In-
dividual

10. Make Decisions X
11. Make Plans Respondent
12. Making Plans Groups
13. Organize X X
14. Organize Instruction

Groups
15. Organize Materials

Pupils
16. Organize Materials X
17. Organize Study Groups
18. Organize Unit X
19. Plan X X
20. Plan X Pupils
21. Plan Activities X
22. Plan Activities Teacher

Pupils
23. Plan Audio Visual X
24. Plan Curriculum X
25. Plan Daily X
26. Plan Filmstrips X
27. Plan Future X
28. Plan Goals X
29. Plan Help Individuals
30. Plan Ljhdividual
31. Plan Individually X
32. Plan Instruction X
33. Plan Instructions In-

dividual
34. Plan Instruction Pupils
35. Plan Instruction Re-

spondent
36. Plan Lessons X
37. Plan Lessons Pupils
38. Plan Lesson Respondent
39. Plan Materials X
40. Plan Math X
41. Plan Program X
42. Plan Reading X
43. Plan Remedial X
44. Plan X Respondent
45. Plan Schedule Auxiliary
46. Plan Skills X
47. Plan Subjects X
48. Plan Teach Lesson

Pupils
49. Plan Teaching X
50. Plan Techniques Respon-

dent
51. Plan Therapy Pupils



A. (cont.)

52. Plan T V Math Pupils
53. Plan Units X
54. Plan Units Respondent
55. Plan Work X
56. Plan Work Pupils
57..Plan Worksheets X
58. Program Materials Individual
59. Schedule Remedial Pupils

60. Select X Materials
61. Set Objectives X
62. Set Objectives Pupils
63. Write Lessons X X

X. PLAN WITH OTHERS

A. Plan with Staff--Develop--Plan
with Teachers

1. Assemble Materials Teachers

2. Balance Curriculum X

3. Coordinate Program X
4. Develop Curriculum X
5. Develop Relations Teacher

G. Develop Resources Teachers
7. Discuss Planning Teachers

8. Discuss Policy Principal
9. Discuss Problems Personnel

10. Discuss Problems Teachers

11. Find Materials Teachers

12. Plan Assignments Coworker

13. Plan Curriculum Committee

14. Plan Curriculum Teachers
15. Plan Help Secretary
16. Plan Lesson Teacher
17. Plan X Others
18. Plan Tasks Parents
19. Plan Techniques Teachers

20. Plan Units Teachers
21. Plan X Staff
22. Plan X Supervisor
23. Select Materials Teachers

24. Sharing Experience Teachers
25. Work Committees X
26. Work Curriculum X
27. Work Professional Organi-

zation X
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B. Plan/Unit

1. Acquaint Unit Respon-

dent
2. Coordinate Activities

Unit
3. Coordinate Curriculum

Unit
4. Coordinate Effort Unit
5. Coordinate Material

Units
6. Coordinate Planning

Unit 3

7. Ehcourage Cooperation
Units

8. Encourage Harmony Unit
9. Group X Pupils

10. Make Schedules Unit 3

11. Plan Curriculum Unit

12. Plan X Group
13. Plan Groupings Pupils

14. Plan Instruction. Team
15. Plaa Meeting Unit 4

16. Plan X Paraprofes-
sional

17. Plan Help Paraprofes-
sional

18. Plan Meetings Unit 3
19. Plan Program Unit 3

20. Plan Pupils Team
21. Plan Schedule Activi-

ties Unit 3
22. Plan Schedules Unit
23. Plan Subjects Unit
24. Plan X Unit
25. Plan X Unit 1
26. Plan X Unit 3
27. Plan X Unit 5
28. Plan Units Unit 2
29. Provide Time Unit
30. Select Materials Unit

C. Prepare with Unit

1. Acquire Material Units
2. Discuss Policy Unit

Leaders
3. Organize Communica-

tion Skills Unit 3
4. Prepare Materials

Units



C. (cont.)

5. Prepare Meeting Unit 4
6. Work X Unit Leaders

XI. PREPARE SELF

A. Prepare Respondent

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6,

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

21.

22.
23.

24.

25.
26.

27.

28.
29.

30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

35.
36.

37.
38.

Acquire Materials X
Arrange Equipment X
Arrange Materials X
Catalog Books X
Circulate Books X
Collect Materials X
Coordinate Communication X
Experiment Unitization X
Find Materials X
Gather Materials X
Gather Science Materials
Get Equipment X
Give Instructions Pupil
Grooming X Respondent
Locate Books X
Locate Materials X
Locate Material Pupils
Make Aids X
Make Improvements X
Make Tapes X
Make Visual Aids X
Making Lessons X
Manage Alidio Vision X
Order Audiovisual Pupils
Order Books X
Order Films X
Order Materials X
Order Special Subjects X
Organize Material Pupils
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
Prepare
viduals

39. Prepare
40. Prepare
41. Prepare

X X
Activities X
Budget X
Classes X
Conference Pupils
Daily X
Ehrichment X
Instruction X
Instruction Indi-

Lessons X
Lessons Respondent
Materials X

42. Prepare
Class

43. Prepare
Pupils
Prepare
dent
Prepare Opening Exer-
cise X

46. Prepare Presentations
X

47. Prepare Pupil Advance-
ment

48. Prepare
49. Prepare
50. Prepare

duals
51. Prepare
52. Prepare
53. Prepare
54. Prepare

dent
55. Prepare
56. Prepare
57. Prepare

dent
58. Prepare Teaching X
59. Prepare Visual Aids
60. Prepare Work X
61. Prepare Worksheets X
62. Provide Materials X
63. Receive Materials X
64. Requisition Materials

X
65. Resparation Task X
66. Schedule Activities X
67. Schedule Curriculum X
68. Schedule Materials X
69. Schedule People X
70. Schedule Radio Program

X
Schedule Space X

72. Schedule Visual Aids X
73. Shelve Books X
74. Type Materials X
75. Type Worksheet X
76. Write Lesson X
77. Write Plans X
78. Write Reports X
79. write Meta x
80. Writing Nonclass X

44.

45.
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Materials

Materials

Music Respon-

Reading X
Report Card X
Room Indivi-

Seatwork X
Seatwork Pupils
Subjects X
Subject Respon-

Supplies X
Tasks Pupil
Teach Respon-

71.



XII. SUPERVISE PUPILS

A. Supervise Nonclass Pupils

1. Assign Homework Pupils
2. Assign Work Absences
3. Boardwork X X
4. Demonstrate Audiovisual

Pupils
5. Direct Activities Pupils
6. Direct Choir Pupils
7. Direct Help Pupils
8. Duties Nonclass X
9. Duties Nonclass Pupils

10. Duties Room X
11. Give Information Absen-T

tees
12. Help Materials School
13. Keep Content Pupils
14. Management X X
15. Monitor X Pupils
16. Observe Activities

Pupils
17. Observe X Pupils
18. Practice Songs Pupils
19, Supervise ActivitAs X
20. Supervise Activities Pupils
21. Supervise Audiovisual X
22. Supervise Discipline X
23. Supervise Exercises Pupils
24. Supervise Lessons X
25. Supervise Nonclass Pupils
26. Supervise Nonclass X
27. Supervise Nonclass Respondent
28. Supervise Nonprofessional

Staff
29. Supervise Performance Pupil
30. Supervise Physed Pupils
31. Supervise Play Pupils
32. Supervise Projects X
33. Supervise Research Pupil
34. Supervise Study Pupils
35. Supervise Tests Pupils
36. Supervise X Intern
37. Supervise X Pupils
38. Supervise X X
39. Take Responsibility Pupils
40. Tell Story Pupils
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XIII. SUPERVISE STAFF

A. Supervise, Administer,
Other than Student Staff

1. Administer Materials X
2. Advise Projects X
3. Advise Organization X
4. Aid X Intern
5. Allocate Materials X
6. Assign X Teachers
7. Assist Research Pro-

ject X
8. Assist Skills X
9. Design Implement Ob-

jectivei School
10. Direct X Interns
11. Direct X Teachers
12. Feedback Behavior Staff
13. Instruct Ideas Interns
14. Make Policy X
15. Manage X X
16. Perform Management

Duties X
17. Promote Intercommuni-

cation Faculty
18. Research Library In-

terns
19. Supervise X Interns
20. Supervise X Staff

B. Supervise Manage- -Para -
professionals

1. Counsel X Parapro-
fessional

2. Direct Duties Aide
3. Explain Work Parapro-

fessional
4. Explain Work Secretary
5. Instruct Library Aides
6. Instruct X Aides
7. Instruct X Nonprofes-

sional
8. Instruct X Paraprofes-

sional
9. Train X Assistants

10. Train X Paraprofession-
als



B. (cont.)

11. Work X Paraprofessional
12. Work X Student Librarians

XIV. TEACH

A. Teach Individuals
Y*

1. Individualize Instruction
Pupils

2. Prescribe Instruction In-
dividual

3. Teach X Individuals
4. Teach Remedial Individual
5. Tutor X Individuals

B. Teach Nonacademic Subjects

1. Coach X X
2. Teach Health Pupil
3. Teach Innovation Pupils
4. Teach Physed X
5. Teach Physed Pupils

C. Teach

1. Conduct Large Class
2. Conduct Small Class
3. Current Deficiency Pupil
4. Dramatize Lesson Pupil
5. Follow Up Teaching X
6. Give Instruction X
7. Instruct X Pupils
8. Instruct Library Pupils
9. Introduce Book Materials X

10. Introduce Materials X
11. Introduce Materials Pupils
12. Introduce Remedial Pupils
13. Introduce Units Pupils
14. Lead Discussions Pupils
15. Lead Discussion X
16. Lead Instruct X
17. Lead Instruction X
18. Perform Tasks Pupils
19. Present Lessons X
20. Present Material Pupils
21. Provide Seatwork Pupils
22. Reteach Skills Pupils
23. Reteach X Pupils
24. Teach Art Pupils
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25. Teach Art X
26. Teach Basic Pupils
27. Teach Basic Subjects

Pupils
28. Teach Class X
29. Teach Classes Pupils
30. Teach Communication

Pupils
31. Teach Concepts Pupil
32. Teach Fundamentals

Pupils
33. Teach Information X
34. Teach Language Arts

Pupils
35. Teach Language Pupils
36. Teach Large Groups
37. Teach Lesson Pupils
38. Teach Lessons X
39. Teach Library Classes
40. Teach Library X
41. Teach Materials Pupils
42. Teach Math Pupils
43. Teach Mathematics

Pupils
44. Teach Music Pupils
45. Teach Music X
46. Teach Numbers Pupils
47. Teach Pupils X
48. Teach Reading Pupils
49. Teach Remedial Pupils
50. Teach Remedial Reading

Pupils
51. Teach Science Pupils
52. Teach Secondary Sub-

jects Pupils
53. Teach Skills Pupils
54. Teach Skills X
55. Teach Small Groups
56. Teach Social Studies

Pupils
57. Teach Spelling Pupils
58. Teach Studies Pupils
59. Teach Subjects Pupils
60. Teach Subjects X
6].. Teach X Groups
62. Teach X Pupils
630 Teach X X
64. Teach Subject Unit
65. Teaching Subject Pupils
66. Work X Pupils


